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Accounting Basics –
Financial Basics
SAP Business One, Version 9.3

PUBLIC

Welcome to the Financial Basics topic.

Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Discuss some general accounting conventions.
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In this topic, we will cover some general accounting conventions and give examples of the automatic
journal entries that are created during the sales processes.

Business Scenario

You are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer, OEC Computers:
▪ Your main contact in the customer site is the accountant, Maria.
▪ Maria asks about the way SAP Business One handles the financial accounting
processes.
▪ She wants to make sure she understands the big picture so she can report on
business results.
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Imagine that you are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer OEC Computers. Your main
contact is the OEC Computers accountant, Maria.
Maria is very interested in the implementation and asks you about how SAP Business One handles the
financial accounting process.
She wants to make sure she understands the big picture so she can report business results to the
company owners each period.
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Let us discuss some financial basics.
Every business transaction is recorded in the company's books.
This allows you:
 To manage your company effectively with the option of producing financial reports.
 To report the business transactions to the authorities.
Every business transaction results in a value exchange:
 A certain account increases value and another decreases value, resulting in the recording of
balancing debit side and credit side postings.

Automatic Journal Entries: Reflection Question
Standard

Sales
Quotation

Sales Order

Delivery

A\R Invoice

Incoming
Payment

Deposit
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In other topics we learned about the documents in the sales process and their consequences on
bookkeeping.
To review this process let us try to answer the following question:
In a standard sales process which documents affect the accounting system?
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Automatic Journal Entries: Answer
Standard

Sales
Quotation

Sales Order
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Delivery
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Incoming
Payment

When managing perpetual Inventory
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These are the documents in the sales process that create automatic journal entries and therefore affect
the accounting system: the delivery, the A/R invoice, the incoming payment and the deposit. Note that
the delivery only creates an accounting posting if you are using perpetual inventory.

A/R Invoice Journal Entry
Sales
Quotation

Sales Order

Delivery

Debit
Customer
account
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Tax account
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account
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In SAP Business One, a journal entry is automatically posted for many documents during the sales,
purchasing and inventory processes.
Now let us assume for a moment that we are in a non-perpetual inventory system in order to keep our
example simple. In that case, in our sales process example, the A/R Invoice automatically creates the
following journal entry:
 There is a debit to the customer account for the total price of the sale.
 There is a credit to the tax account for sales tax and a credit to the revenue account for the sales
price (excluding tax).
You have the option to split the journal entry posting by document lines. That is, rows with the same
G/L accounts are not grouped in the created journal entry. One row in a journal entry is linked to one
row in the marketing document.
To enable this option, in the Document Settings window, under the General tab, choose the Split option
in the Split Journal Entry Posting by Document Lines field.
Let us focus on the debit side. Each transaction registered for the customer affects the customer
account balance. Now let us look at the customer account in more detail.

The Account Balance

Customer
XXXX7

Debit

Credit

105 Debit

A/R Invoice

600 Debit

A/R Invoice

400 Debit

A/R Invoice
705 Credit

Account
Balance
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This is an example of the customer account.
The account balance represents the difference between the total debit transactions and the total credit
transactions recorded for that account.
The transaction summary or the balance of a certain G/L account or business partner is the initial
information the accounting system can provide about the business.
In the graphic, we see that the total debits are greater than the total credits, so the account has a debit
balance.
Previously, we mentioned that in each journal entry a certain account increases value and another
decreases value, resulting in the recording of balancing debit side and credit side postings.
The effect on the account balance would be:
 Assets, Expenses, and Drawings accounts are generally in debit.
 Liability, Revenue, and Capital (Equity) accounts are generally in credit.

Account Types

Profit and Loss
Accounts

Balance Sheet
Accounts

Debit Accounts

Credit Accounts

▲=
increase
▼=
decrease

Typical
Balance

Assets

▲

Bank Account,
Accounts
Receivable

Liabilities

▼

▲

Accounts
Payable

Equity/ Capital

▼

▲

Reserves

Expenses

▲

Revenues

▼

Rent,
Electricity

▲=
increase
▼=
decrease

Typical
Balance

▼

▼

▲
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Here, we see the typical account balance of the different account types.
For example, let us look at the value exchange for assets and liabilities.
For assets:
 Debit transactions always increase the asset value.
 Credit transactions always decrease the asset value.
For liabilities:
 Credit transactions always increase the liability.
 Debit transactions always decrease the liability.
We will discuss the different account types in another course.

Sales
Revenue
11

Value Exchange: Reflection Question
A\R Invoice

Debit
Customer
account
Revenue
account

Credit

440
440
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In a typical A/R invoice, what is the effect of the debit and credit amounts on the involved account
balances?
Once again we will make some assumptions to keep the example simple: Let us assume that the
customer is tax exempt and that this is a non-perpetual inventory system.
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Value Exchange: Answer
A\R Invoice

Debit
Customer
account
Revenue
account

Credit

440
440

The two accounts increase their values: ▲
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The answer is that the two accounts increase their values.
The customer account is considered an asset so any debit to this account increases the account’s
value.
A credit to the revenue account, as we saw on the previous slide, increases the account’s value.
Note that you can preview the corresponding journal entry posting and the involved accounts before
you add a document that generates journal entry. You can do so by choosing the Journal Entry
Preview icon from the toolbar or by right click the document and choosing the Journal Entry Preview
option.

Summary

Here are some key points:
The account balance represents:

• The difference between the total debit
transactions and the total credit transactions
recorded for that account.

In each journal entry:

• A certain account increases value and another
decreases value
• The debit side and the credit side balance.

Assets, Expenses, and Drawings
accounts are generally in:

• Debit

Liability, Revenue, and Capital (Equity)
accounts are generally in:

• Credit
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Here are some key points to take away:
The account balance represents the difference between the total debit transactions and the total credit
transactions recorded for that account.
In each journal entry a certain account increases value and another decreases value and the debit side
and the credit side balance.
Assets, Expenses, and Drawings accounts are generally in debit.
Liability, Revenue, and Capital (Equity) accounts are generally in credit.
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Accounting Basics –
Automatic Journal Entries
SAP Business One, Version 9.3

PUBLIC

Welcome to the Automatic Journal Entries topic.

Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Give examples of the automatic journal entries created during the sales,
purchasing and inventory processes

▪

Review the financial settings that affect the processes of automatic journal entries.
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In this topic, we will give examples of the automatic journal entries that are created during the sales,
purchasing, and inventory processes. We will also talk about some financial settings that affect these
automatic journal entries.

Business Scenario

You are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer, OEC Computers:
▪ Your main contact in the customer site is the accountant, Maria.
▪ Maria asks about the way SAP Business One handles the financial accounting
processes.
▪ She wants to make sure she understands the big picture so she can report on
business results.
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Imagine that you are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer OEC Computers. Your main
contact is the OEC Computers accountant, Maria.
Maria is very interested in the implementation and asks you about how SAP Business One handles the
financial accounting process.
She wants to make sure she understands the big picture so she can report business results to the
company owners each period.
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Financial Settings: Which Accounts to Use Automatically?

Delivery

A\R Invoice

Incoming
Payment

Deposit

▪ G/L Account Determination
▪ Control Accounts
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Let us review the necessary financial settings and how they affect the journal entries that are
automatically posted by documents.
In the journal entries that are automatically posted by documents in SAP Business One, how does the
system “know” which accounts to use?
The system knows which accounts to use because when you initialize SAP Business One, you define
default G/L accounts related to a specific business processes in the G/L Account Determination
window.
In this window, you also define control accounts that link the business partner sub-ledger accounts to
the general ledger.

G/L Account Determination
For Items Used in Documents

▪
▪
▪

Traditional Solution –
Default G/L method for an item

G/L Account Determination Window
▪ Sales
▪ Purchasing
▪ General (for example, Period End Closing)
▪ Inventory
▪ Resources and WIP Mapping
▪
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Advanced G/L Account
Determination
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First let us review how accounts are determined for items used in business processes.
As we mentioned, when you first implement SAP Business One you define default G/L accounts to be
used when transactions are created during the different business processes, such as sales, purchasing
and inventory.
These default accounts are defined in the G/L Account Determination window under the Administration
module --> Setup -- > Financials.
When items are used in the transactions, there are 2 options for account determination:
 In the traditional solution the system looks for the default accounts based on the account
determination set in the item master data.
 Alternatively, you can work with the advanced solution for account determination.
 The advanced solution provides a centralized matrix to determine rules for assigning G/L
accounts in journal entries according to a predefined (closed) list of criteria.
 Both options are based on the G/L Account Determination window.
 We will discuss these options in the 
Default G/L accounts unit.
 Note! It is very important to ensure you make decisions about G/L Account Determination
together with the client accountant.

Control Accounts
The Link Between the BP Sub-Ledger and the General Ledger

Accounts Receivable = Control Account

A/R Invoice
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In the G/L Account Determination window you also define the Control Accounts: Accounts
Receivable for the Sales process and Accounts Payable for the Purchasing process.
A control account links the business partner sub-ledger accounts to the general ledger.
You need to define a G/L account as a Control Account in the Chart of Accounts.
Whenever you post a document to a business partner, the system automatically registers the journal
entry to:
 The Business Partner Master Data account balance, and
 The control account balance.
 You cannot post journal entries directly to a control account.
In an A/R Invoice, for example, when the customer is debited the Accounts Receivable account is also
debited.
This journal entry appears now in both accounts balances (the customer and the control account).

Chart of Accounts
Level
Assets1
Liabilities

Accounts
Receivable Account
Accounts Payable
Account

Financial Reports

Balance
Sheet

General Ledger

Cap. + Res.

Turnover

Cost of Sales

Operating C.

Non-Operating

Tax + Extr.

#9

#10
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Note, that the Business Partner Master Data balances do not appear in the Chart of Accounts. Only the
receivable and payable control accounts appear.
The receivable and payable control accounts accumulate the customers’ and vendors’ transactions in
their balances.
Therefore, the Chart of Accounts presents the complete financial status of the company.
The Financial Reports also show the full picture. For example, the balance sheet contains the
accounts receivable and accounts payable accounts.

Automatic Journal Entry Value
A\R Invoice

Debit
Customer
account
Revenue
account

Credit

440
440
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We have learned how the system “knows” which accounts to use in automatic journal entries.
This is done using the values defined in the G/L Account Determination window.
But, how does the system “know” the value to be credited and debited in those automatic journal
entries? For example, in an automatic journal entry created by an A/R Invoice?
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Value Calculation – Sales
Purchasing Price List = 100
Reseller Price List = 110
Retail Price List = 120

Star Trek Computers =
Reseller Price List

Unit Price * Quantity = Total Value
Reseller Price List
= 110
Sales
Quotation
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110 * 4 = 440
Sales Order

Delivery

A\R Invoice
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Here is a common scenario of how prices are set in SAP Business One during the sales process:
Note! In the following slides we assume that no special prices or discounts were defined for the
involved items and business partners.
Our customer Star Trek Computers asks for an offer on 4 portable media players.
Jean creates a sales quotation. She chooses the customer and then the item. The price per unit
appears in the quotation. How?
 The Item master data includes 3 optional prices for this item. Each one of them is represented in
a different price list.
 Star Trek Computers is a reseller customer and so his default price list as defined in his master
data record is the Reseller Price List.
 Therefore, in the Sales Quotation, the unit price for a portable media player is 110, the price
from the Resellers Price List.
The sales person Jean enters quantity of 4.The total value of the quotation is 440 (assuming there are
no additional items in the quotation and that no discount, freight charges or tax amounts are added).
Star Trek Computers mails us a Sales Order based on the Sales Quotation.
In SAP Business One, Jean copies the Sales Quotation to a Sales Order.
2 days later Joe, the warehouse manager, dispatches the company truck with the weekly deliveries,
including 4 portable media players for Star Trek Computers.
Later on the day, the accountant copies the Delivery to an A/R Invoice.
Since no change was done to the price during the Copy To process, the Invoice’s total value is 440,
and these are the Credit and Debit amounts in the automatic journal entry created by the A/R Invoice.

Value Calculation – Purchasing
Purchasing Price List = 100
Reseller Price List = 110
Retail Price List = 120

Coconut Devices =
Purchasing Price List

Purchasing
Price List =
100

Unit Price * Quantity = Total Value

Purchase
Order

Goods Receipt
PO

100* 10 = 1000

A\P Invoice

Debit
Vendor
Clearing acc.
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Credit
1000

1000
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In the Purchasing process a common scenario of how prices are set would be:
Joe, the warehouse manager, issues a purchase order of 10 portable media players. He chooses the
vendor Coconut Devices and then the item - portable media player. The price per unit appears in the
Purchase Order. How?
 Since Coconut Devices is a vendor, his default price list as defined in his master data record is
the Purchasing Price List.
 Therefore, in the Purchase Order, the unit price for portable media player is 100, the price from
the Purchasing Price List for the portable media player item master data.
Joe enters a quantity of 10. The total value of the Purchase Order is 1000 (assuming there are no
additional items in the Purchase Order and that no discount, freight charges or tax amounts are
added).
Joe e-mails the Purchase Order to the vendor.
Few days later Joe receives a delivery including 10 portable media players from Coconut Devices.
In SAP Business One, he copies the Purchase Order to a Goods Receipt PO.
A week later, the Invoice from Coconut Devices arrives via mail and the accountant copies the Goods
Receipt PO to an A/P Invoice.
Since no change was made to the price during the Copy To process, the A/P Invoice total value is
1000, and these are the Credit and Debit amounts in the automatic journal entry created by the A/P
Invoice.

Value Calculation – Inventory
Purchase
Order

Goods Receipt
PO

A\P Invoice

Debit

100 * 10 = 1000

Clearing acc.

Unit Price * Quantity = Total Value

Inventory acc.

Calculated Value* Item Cost
= 90

Sales
Quotation

1000
1000

*Calculated Value
based on moving
average item cost.

Sales Order

Delivery

A\R Invoice

Debit
Cost of Goods
Sold acc.

90 * 4 = 360

Item Cost * Quantity = Total Value
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Credit

Inventory acc.

Credit

360
360
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Let us go one step back, to the Goods Receipt PO that Joe entered based on the Delivery he got from
the vendor.
Assuming the company runs perpetual inventory, an item cost value is being calculated automatically
in each stock transaction.
More details on perpetual inventory are provided in a separate course.
When Joe entered the Goods Receipt PO to SAP Business One, the Purchasing Price List value (100
per unit) affected the unit price in the Goods Receipt PO and also the item cost value.
The item cost value is calculated automatically, behind the scenes, according to the valuation method
chosen for the item (Moving Average, FIFO, or Standard). This particular item was set up as moving
average, so based on the total number of items in stock and the purchase prices previously paid, the
calculated item cost value after the Goods Receipt PO was 90.
Joe entered a quantity of 10 portable media players. Therefore, the total value of the journal entry
created by the Goods Receipt PO was 1000 and these are the Credit and Debit amounts registered to
the inventory default accounts.
However, the value of the journal entry linked to the Delivery sent to the customer is 360. That is, the
quantity of 4 items multiplied by the item cost value at that moment (90).
Remember that the total value of the Invoice based on that Delivery was 440. It was calculated
according to the Reseller Price List (110) that is defined as the default price list in the customer master
data record.

Summary

In automatic journal entries the system
‘knows’ which accounts to use because:

• You defined default G/L accounts in the G/L
Account Determination window (including
control accounts that link the business partner
sub-ledger accounts to the general ledger).

The Business Partner Master Data
balances are represented in the chart of
accounts in:

• The receivable and payable control accounts
that accumulate the customer and vendor
transactions in their balances.

In an A/R Invoice the system ‘knows’ the
value to be credited and debited in the
automatic journal entry using the:

• Default price list as defined in the customer
master record.
• And the item price in this price list.

In a Delivery the system ‘knows’ the value
to be credited and debited in the
automatic journal entry using the:

• Item cost value that is calculated
automatically, behind the scenes, according to
the valuation method chosen for the item.
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In automatic journal entries the system ‘knows’ which accounts to use because you defined default G/L
accounts in the G/L Account Determination window. These default accounts include control accounts
that link the business partner sub-ledger accounts to the general ledger.
The Business Partner Master Data balances are represented in the chart of accounts in the receivable
and payable control accounts that accumulate the customer and vendor transactions in their balances.
In an A/R Invoice the system ‘knows’ the value to be credited and debited in the automatic journal entry
using the default price list as defined in the customer master record and the item price in this price list.
In a Delivery the system ‘knows’ the value to be credited and debited in the automatic journal entry
using the item cost value that is calculated automatically, behind the scenes, according to the valuation
method chosen for the item.
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Chart of Accounts - Concepts
SAP Business One Version 9.3

PUBLIC

PUBLIC

Welcome to the Chart of Accounts topic.

27

Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

According to accounting conventions discuss:
▪

The Chart of Accounts structure.

▪

The effect of the standard processes on the Chart of Accounts
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In this session, we will discuss the chart of accounts structure and the effect of standard processes on
the Chart of Accounts.

Business Scenario

You are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer, OEC Computers.
▪

You discuss with Maria, the accountant, the effect of the sales and purchasing
processes on the chart of accounts and as a result on the financial reports.

▪

Maria says that this structure will help her in presenting the financial reports in a
clear and structured way.
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Imagine that you are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer.
 You discuss with Maria, the accountant, the effect of the sales and purchasing processes on the
chart of accounts, and as a result, on the financial reports.
 Maria says that this structure will help her in presenting the financial reports in a clear and
structured way.

29

Reflection Question: The Chart of Accounts
▪

How are the Business Partner Master Data balances presented in the Chart of Accounts?

Accounts Receivable = Control Account

Control
Account
A/R Invoice
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Debit

Credit

Accounts
Receivable

Customer

Tax account

Tax account

5

Income
account

Income
account

100

105
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How are the Business Partner Master Data balances presented in the Chart of Accounts?
The Business Partner Master Data balances do not appear in the Chart of Accounts.
The receivable and payable control accounts accumulate the customer and vendor transactions in their
balances.
For example, when you post an A/R invoice, the accounts receivable account related to the customer is
used, in addition to the customer account.
Therefore, the Chart of Accounts presents the complete financial status of the company, as well as the
Financial Reports (for example, Trial Balance and Balance Sheet).

The Chart of Accounts
The chart of accounts is an index of all G/L accounts used by your business.

Chart of Accounts
G/L Account Determination

Sales
Quotation

Sales Order

Delivery

A\R Invoice

Incoming
Payment

Deposit

Automatic
Journal Entries

Manual Journal
Entries

Chart of
Accounts
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The chart of accounts is an index of all G/L accounts used by your business.
Every G/L account has:
 An account code
 An account description, and
 Additional information that determines the functions of the G/L account.
When you implement SAP Business One you define (or import):
 The Chart of Accounts, and
 Default G/L accounts to be used when transactions are created in the regular business
processes: Sales, Purchasing, Inventory and more.
The documents in the Sales and Purchasing processes create automatic journal entries that are
registered in the Journal Entry file and affect the account balances.
The account balances are also affected by manual journal entries and other accounting transactions,
such as the Period End Closing process that transfers the balances of the Profit and Loss accounts to
a Balance Sheet account.

Chart of Accounts Structure
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The Chart of Accounts is organized by drawers and levels.
Let us look at this example of a chart of accounts. The chart of accounts varies according to the
company’s localization.
The organization of the chart of accounts follows Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).
The Chart of Accounts window organizes your accounts by drawers.

Chart of Accounts Structure – Balance Sheet Drawers
Bank account

Assets

Accounts
Payable Account

Liabilities
Balance Sheet

Cap. + Res.

General Ledger

Turnover

Cost of Sales

Operating C.

Non-Operating

Tax + Extr.

#9
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In the General Ledger, we distinguish between Balance Sheet drawers and Income Statement
drawers, also called Profit and Loss.
Let us start with Balance Sheet Accounts:
 The first 3 drawers: Assets, Liabilities, and Equity (or Capital and Reserves) typically hold the
Balance Sheet Accounts, such as the Sales Tax and the Accounts Payable Account.
 The bookkeeping balance of these accounts is kept from one fiscal year to the next.
 The Balance Sheet Accounts – reflect the monitory value of the company - stock, assets, debt,
etc.

Chart of Accounts Structure – Profit and loss drawers
Assets

Liabilities

Cap. + Res.
Revenue
Account

Turnover

Cost of Sales

Operating C.

Non-Operating
Profit and Loss

Tax + Extr.

#9
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Then, we have the Profit and Loss accounts:
 The next 5 drawers: Revenues (or Turnover), Cost of Sales, Expenses (or Operating Costs),
Financing (or Non-Operating Income and Expenditure), and Other Revenues and Expenses (or
Taxation and Extraordinary Items) typically hold the Profit and Loss accounts, such as the
income or expense accounts.
 The bookkeeping balance of these accounts has to be cleared at the end of each fiscal year
during the Period End Closing process.
 The Profit and Loss accounts reflect the changes in the company value, such as: when you sell
stock – the cost of goods sold account is affected and increases revenues.
Lastly we have two optional purpose profit and loss drawers.
- These drawers have no fixed predefined purpose and in most cases are empty, depended on
localization and chart of account template.
- If needed, each company can designate the additional drawer to a certain accounting area.

Chart of Accounts Structure in Association with Financial Reports
Financial Reports
Bank account

Assets

Accounts
Payable Account

Liabilities

Cap. + Res.
Revenue
Account

Balance Sheet
Drawers

Balance
Sheet

General Ledger

Turnover

Cost of Sales
Trial
Balance

Operating C.

Non-Operating
Profit and Loss
Drawers

Tax + Extr.

Profit and
Loss
Statement

#9

#10
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Financial reporting requirements drive most of the initial settings and configuration decisions in the
chart of accounts.
The different financial reports run on the account balances relevant to a selected date range and
present them according to their drawer level:
 The Balance Sheet summarizes the value of the business’ assets liabilities, and owner’s equity
accounts.
 The Trial Balance displays for each account: beginning balance for a particular period, all of the
debits and credits, and the ending balance.
 The Profit and Loss Statement is determined after the end of the fiscal year. The balances of the
expense accounts will be subtracted from the balances of the revenue accounts to come up with
the profit or the loss for the fiscal year.

Levels in the Chart of Accounts
Assets

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Cap. + Res.

General Ledger

Level 5
Freehold
Land

Liabilities

Turnover

Tangible
Assets

Land
& Buildings

...

...

Buildings

Cost of Sales

Operating C.

Fixed
Assets

...

Formation
Expenses

Non-Operating

...
Intangible
Assets

Tax + Extr.

#9

Current
Assets

Plant &
Machinery

...

...
Patents,
and so on

Active
accounts
…
Active
accounts
…

#10
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A chart of accounts arranges a company's general ledger accounts in a hierarchical structure. The top
level in the structure (level 1) consists of sections or groups for different type of accounts (assets,
liabilities, capital and reserves, turnover, and so on).
The system displays the section as a cabinet drawer. Each drawer has a section title. You can change
the drawer title if required. The updated name will then appear in the financial reports.
You can define up to 10 levels. While level 1 is the drawer level, the following levels can be used as
titles for grouping the accounts and for active accounts.
It is recommended to organize your accounts by level in a logical fashion appropriate to your
localization’s financial accounting and reporting processes.

Levels in the Chart of Accounts
Assets

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Land
& Buildings

General Ledger

Cap. + Res.

Turnover

Tangible
Assets

...

Cost of Sales

Operating C.

Fixed
Assets

...

...
Intangible
Assets

Tax + Extr.

#10
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Current
Assets

Plant &
Machinery
Formation
Expenses

Non-Operating

#9

Level 5
Freehold
Land

Liabilities

...

...
Patents,
and so on

Buildings

Account
Account
Active
accounts
…

Legend
Title

Account
Account
Active
accounts
…

Default
active
account
Active
account
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The system displays titles in blue and active accounts in black. Accounts defined in the G/L Account
Determination (default accounts) are displayed in green.
A title account summarizes all the balances of the active accounts underneath it.
Let us look at this specific example of Chart of Accounts that contains 5 levels:
Levels 2 through 4 can contain either active accounts or titles that combine several active accounts.
Level 5, in this example, contains only active accounts.
Note that only active accounts can be posted to in SAP Business One.
Financial reports display both title and active account balances.
To have a clear and structured view of the company’s financial status in the report, it is recommended
to define all active accounts in the same level. In our example all active accounts are defined in level 5.

Account Details

Each account is defined in a specific
currency or as suitable for all currencies

Accounts can be to related to a financial
project, making it possible to run
financial reports by project.
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In the chart of accounts, there are many definitions related to the account. We will now cover some of
them.
Maria, the accountant, has added a few new accounts to record various expenses and revenues
related to a big summit they are about to attend. The image shows a travel expense account that Maria
added.
•
First Maria chose the account currency. Each account in the chart of account can have a different
currency or can be set as relevant for all currencies. Refer to the course topic: Working with
Currencies to learn more about account currencies.
Maria confirmed that the new account currency is local.
•
Then she linked it to a financial project. This enables Maria to generate financial reports filtered
for this project.
Maria entered a new financial project code that was created for this summit.

38

Account Details

If needed, an account can be defined as
active only in a certain period

A warning or blockage validation can be
defined in the Document Settings window

Minimum and maximum balances can be
defined for accounts for control purposes
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Lastly, Maria chooses Account Details to open the G/L Account Details window of the Summit 17 travel expense account. In the Active field, she sets a period in which the account should be active,
starting in March and ending by the end of the year. With this approach, she makes sure no further
transactions can be recorded for the account next year.
Note that by default, all accounts are active without period restriction.
Another useful definition on the G/L Account Details window is the Account Balance Allowed. Maria
opened the G/L Account Details window to enter minimum and maximum balances allowed for the
petty cash account. Maria would like to make sure the account does not fall below a balance of 100
and therefore enters the value 100 in the From field. In addition, once the petty cash balance reaches
5000, she wants to transfer the cash to the company’s bank account. Therefore, she sets the maximum
balance to be 5000.
Maria already defined a blockage validation in the Document Settings window, as shown in the image.
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Summary
Here are some key points:
The chart of accounts is structured of two types of
drawers:

• Balance Sheet drawers that typically contain balance sheet
accounts.
• And Profit and Loss drawers (Income Statement) that
typically contains profit and loss accounts.

The different financial reports run on:

• The account balances relevant to a selected date range
• And present them according to their drawer, level and type

A chart of accounts arranges a company's general
ledger accounts in a hierarchical structure:

• The top level in the structure (level 1) consists of sections or
groups for different type of accounts. The system displays the
section as a cabinet drawer.
• The following levels can be used as titles for grouping the
accounts and for active accounts.
• Only active accounts can be posted to in SAP Business One

The chart of accounts contain many definitions related
the account like:

•
•
•
•
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Account currency
Related project
Limited activity period
Minimum and maximum account balance
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Here are some key points to take away:
▪ The chart of accounts is structured of two types of drawers:
• Balance Sheet drawers that typically contain balance sheet accounts .
• And Profit and Loss drawers (Income Statement) that typically contains profit and loss accounts.
▪ The different financial reports run on:
• the account balances relevant to a selected date range
• and present them according to their drawer, level and type.
▪ A chart of accounts arranges a company's general ledger accounts in a hierarchical structure:
• the top level in the structure (level 1) consists of sections or groups for different type of accounts.
The system displays the section as a cabinet drawer.
• The following levels can be used as titles for grouping the accounts and for active accounts.
• Only active accounts can be posted to in SAP Business One.
▪ The chart of accounts contain many definitions related the account like:
• Account currency
• Related project
• Limited activity period
• Minimum and maximum account balance
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Default G/L Accounts - Overview
SAP Business One, Version 9.3

PUBLIC

Welcome to the Default G/L Accounts – Overview topic.

41

Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Discuss the options for defining default G/L accounts
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In this session, we will discuss the options for defining default G/L accounts.
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Business Scenario

You are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer, OEC Computers.
▪

James, the CEO, tells you that in the Profit and Loss report, he wants to see what
are the profits for each item group (for example, Printers).

▪

He wants the system to automatically post journal entries to the relevant profit and
loss accounts.
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Imagine that you are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer.
▪ James, the CEO, tells you that in the Profit and Loss report, he wants to see what are the profits for
each item group (for example, Printers).
▪ He wants the system to automatically post journal entries to the relevant profit and loss accounts.
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Default G/L accounts
For Items Used in Documents

▪

▪

G/L Account Determination Window
Sales
▪
Purchasing
▪
General (for example, Period End Closing)
▪
Inventory
▪
Resources and WIP Mapping
▪
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Traditional Solution –
Default G/L method for an item
▪
At the warehouse level
▪
At the item group level
▪
At the item level

▪

Advanced G/L Account
Determination
44

When you first implement SAP Business One you define default G/L accounts to be used when
transactions are created during the different business processes, such as sales, purchasing and
inventory. This is done in the G/L Account Determination window in the Financials Setup area of the
Administration module.
When choosing a pre-defined Chart of Accounts template, most of the default G/L accounts are already
defined. You can change them if required.
When items are used in the transactions, there are 2 options for account determination: the traditional
solution and the advanced solution.
Note! It is very important to ensure you make decisions about G/L Account Determination together with
the client accountant.
Both options are based on the accounts defined in the G/L Account Determination window.

Default G/L accounts - Traditional Solution

▪

▪

G/L Account Determination Window
Sales
▪
Purchasing
▪
General (for example, Period End Closing)
▪
Inventory
▪
Resources and WIP Mapping
▪
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Traditional Solution –
Default G/L method for an item
▪
At the warehouse level
▪
At the item group level
▪
At the item level

▪

Advanced G/L Account
Determination
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The first option is the traditional solution that was available prior to version 9.0.
 According to the traditional solution there are three options to define a default G/L method for an
item: warehouse level, item group level, and item level. Each item will have one method defined
for it. You can set the method in advance for all new items.
 If your company uses the traditional solution, choose the default G/L method for new items in the
General Settings on the Inventory tab. On the sub-tab for items, you will find the Set G/L
Accounts By field.
 You can then change the method per item.
 The values that you define under the tabs in the G/L Account Determination window are
defaulted into all 3 levels. You can then change the default accounts for any of the levels. For
example, you can manage different inventory accounts for each warehouse the company owns.

Default G/L accounts - Traditional Solution

A/R Invoice
#

Item
code

Default
G/L method

G/L method
value

Inventory
Account

Revenue
Account

1

A00002

Item Group

Printers

9001

9002

2

A00003

Item Group

Printers

9001

9002

3

S10000

Item Group

Servers

8008

8007

4

X70007

Item Level

Item Level

7001

7002
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More
Accounts…
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Whenever you add a document that posts a journal entry, an A/R Invoice for example, the system
looks at each item in the document to determine the level set for that item and then finds the
associated G/L accounts to use from the default accounts.
Each item can have one method defined for it.
Note that although you specify one default G/L method for new items, you can manage different items
with different methods if this scenario is necessary in your company. In the presented example you can
see that 3 items in the A/R invoice have the item group level defined as the default G/L method. One
item has the item level method defined for it and you can assign different G/L Accounts to be used in
the monetary transaction created for this item.

Default G/L accounts - Advanced G/L Account Determination

▪
▪

▪

G/L Account Determination Window
Sales
▪
Purchasing
▪
General (for example, Period End Closing)
▪
Inventory
▪
Resources and WIP Mapping

Traditional Solution –
Default G/L method for an item

▪
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Advanced G/L Account
Determination

▪
▪

G/L Account Determination window is
used to define G/L accounts in the
company level

▪

You can also define rules for assigning
G/L accounts in journal entries.
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With the advanced solution, the G/L Account Determination window is used to define G/L accounts in
the company level.
In addition, the advanced solution provides centralized matrix to determine rules for assigning G/L
accounts in journal entries according to a predefined (closed) list of criteria.
Therefore, the solution is more flexible and consistent with accounting.
For a new company and for an upgraded company, the advanced solution is not the default option.
This is due to compatibility considerations.
▪ To activate the advanced solution go to the Basic Initialization tab in the Company Details window.
Select the Enable Advanced G/L Account Determination checkbox.
▪ Once the box is checked and transactions exist, it can be un-checked again, however in this case no
accounts will be assigned and the G/L Account Determination form will be used to define G/L
accounts in all levels: warehouse, item group and item level.

Default G/L accounts - Advanced G/L Account Determination
▪ Centralized matrix to determine rules for assigning G/L accounts in journal entries:
Company Level
Inventory account
G/L Account
Determination
window

Revenue account
Expense account
More accounts….

Advanced G/L
Account
Determination
Rules
window

Rule

Item Group

Ship-to
Country

1

Printers

US

2

Printers

3

Printers
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Inventory
Account

Revenue
Account

Expense
Account

More
Accounts…

1001

1002

1003

…

Canada

2001

2002

2003

…

Brazil

3001

3002

3003

…
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So, you use the G/L Account Determination window for defining the company level accounts in one
place.
Many companies will find the company level accounts sufficient.
For tailored business scenarios you have the option to define rules for assigning G/L accounts in
journal entries.
Those rules support:
 G/L Account determination for Item Code, Item Group, Warehouse Code, Ship-to Country, Shipto State, Business Partner Group, user defined fields and more.
 As well as multi determination criteria. That is, a combination of the criteria.
Any rule you define in the advanced form will have a higher priority (than the G/L Account
Determination window) in determining which account is assigned in journal entries.
So, in our example, OEC Computers can define a separate revenue account for each item group per
country (for example, revenues from printers in Canada, Brazil and US).
When they choose an item in a marketing document, for example an A/R Invoice, the system checks
the accounts required for the transaction. In our example, the system checks the inventory and the
revenue accounts.
Then, the system checks if there are any rules defined for these accounts.
If there are rules defined for the necessary accounts, the system looks for the appropriate rule and
picks the rule with the highest priority.

Summary

Here are some key points:

In the G/L Account Determination window
you define:

• Default G/L accounts to be used in transactions.

There are 2 options for account determination in
transactions involving items:

• The traditional solution – default G/L method for an
item.
• The advanced G/L account determination solution.
• Both options are based on the accounts defined in
the G/L Account Determination window.
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In the G/L Account Determination window, you define the default G/L accounts to be used in
transactions.
There are 2 options for account determination in transactions involving items: the traditional solution of
setting a default G/L method for an item or the advanced G/L account determination solution. Both
options are based on the accounts defined in the G/L Account Determination window.
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Working with Currencies
SAP Business One Version 9.3

PUBLIC

PUBLIC

Welcome to the topic on Currencies.
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Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:

▪
▪
▪

Define currencies in the implementation process.
Explain the consequences of the currency definition choices in your company on
the financial accounting process.
Give examples of some currency issues in SAP Business One.

Note!
Decisions about these definitions should always be made together with the client accountant.
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In this topic, we will discuss how to define currencies in the implementation process. We will explain
the consequences of currency definition choices in your company on the financial accounting process.
We will give examples of some currency issues in SAP Business One.
Decisions about these definitions should always be made together with the client accountant.

Business Scenario

▪

You discuss the currencies definition with Maria the accountant:

▪

Maria says that most of their customers are local customers

▪

However a few customers and vendors are located in another country.
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Imagine that you are implementing SAP Business One at a British customer, OEC Computers. You
discuss the currencies definition with Maria, the company accountant:
Maria says that most of their customers are local customers, therefore located in the United Kingdom.
However a few customers and vendors they work with are located in another country, specifically the
US.
You tell Maria about the working methods with currencies in SAP Business One.

52

Agenda
▪ Currencies in the company level
– Local and System Currencies
– Account Currencies
– Currencies in the Pricelist
▪ Posting Exchange Rates Differences
– Exchange Rate Differences
– Conversion Differences
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We will review the currency definitions in the company. Starting at the company level, then the account
currency and finally the currencies setup in the pricelist.

Reflection Question

OEC Computers is located in the UK, some of their customers are located in US.
▪

How can they price their foreign customers?

▪

What will be the currency of the A/R Invoice total amount?

▪

What will be the currency in the automatic journal entry created by the A/R Invoice?
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OEC Computers is located in the UK, some of their customers are located in US.
How can they price their foreign customers?
What will be the currency of the A/R Invoice total amount?
What will be the currency in the automatic journal entry created by the A/R Invoice?
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Answer

▪

In the additional currency column in the sales pricelist they will enter prices in US Dollars.

▪

The A/R Invoice currency will be US Dollars.

▪

In automatic journal entries, the system converts the invoice total amount in foreign currency into local
currency and posts both values in parallel.
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It is possible to set an item’s price in each price list in up to three different currencies – the primary
currency and two additional currencies.
This is useful where there is a need to define exact pricing for different countries instead of using
currency exchange rates.
In the sales pricelist at OEC Computers, the primary currency remains the default therefore the British
Pound is used in documents for local customers.
In the additional currency column in the sales pricelist they will enter prices in US dollars.
For the US customers, the document currency will be US dollars and the price of the items will be
presented in the additional currency, that is in US dollars.
In automatic journal entries, the system converts the invoice total amount in foreign currency into local
currency and posts both values in parallel.

Company Level – Local and System Currencies
Head
Office
Microsoft
Excel
Currency: USD

Subsidiary

Subsidiary

Subsidiary

Local Currency: EUR

Local Currency: USD

Local Currency: JPY

System Currency: USD

System Currency: USD

System Currency: USD
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SAP Business One can handle accounting in two parallel currencies: the local currency and the system
currency.
You define this on the Basic Initialization tab of the Company Details window in the System
Initialization menu under the Administration module.
The Local Currency is the currency in which the company is legally required to keep its books.
The System Currency may be a different currency than the local currency and is especially useful for
subsidiaries of global companies whose head office uses a different currency than the subsidiaries (for
example, Euros (€) in the subsidiary and US Dollars ($) in the head office).
In this case, the system automatically calculates all postings in the local currency and manages an
additional account balance in the system currency in real time.
This makes it easier to have aggregated reporting on all the subsidiaries and allows better integration
with the system of the head office. For example, you could export the financial data in system currency
from the SAP Business One systems of the subsidiaries to the head office system.
Alternatively, financial consolidation can be done with Microsoft Excel or any other product based on
the financial data in system currency.

Company Level – Local and System Currencies

OEC Computers

SAP
Business
One

Local Currency:
GBP

System Currency:
Euro
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In our example, OEC Computers would like to generate reports in Euro to be able to present reports to
investors that run their accounts in Euro as well. Therefore you set the system currency to be Euro.
It is important to remember that you cannot change the local or the system currency once you have
started to work with the database.
In addition to the system currency, you have an option to present financial reports in any foreign
currency. Use the Revaluation option to choose the revaluation method and currency. The system
calculates all the balances in the selected currency, while running the report.

Account Currencies
Currencies for Typing in
Journal Entries

Currencies of the Account
Balance

Account Currency
= Local Currency

■

■

Account Currency
= Specific Foreign
Currency

■

Account Currency
= All Currencies

■
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Local Currency

■

■

■

Local Currency
Specified Foreign Currency

■

Local Currency
Any Foreign Currency

■

■
■

■

Local Currency
System Currency
Local Currency
System Currency
Specified Foreign Currency

Local Currency
System Currency
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Each Business Partner Master Data record and each G/L Account needs to have an account currency
definition:
 The system sets the Local Currency as the default currency for all Business Partner Master Data
records.
 You can define a default currency for new G/L accounts using the Default Account Currency field
on the Basic Initialization tab under the Company Details window in the System Initialization.
In our example, the currency for most vendors and customers of OEC Computers will be defined as
British Pound (Local Currency). The vendors and customers from the US will be defined in USD (that
is, specific foreign currency). The company bank account will be defined as All Currencies since it
needs to register journal entries and documents in more than one specific foreign currency (for
example, bank transfers).
The table in the slide details the options for typing in journal entries and viewing the account balance
for each option of the account currency – Local, Foreign and All Currencies.

Account Currencies

Account Currency
= Local Currency

Currencies for Typing in
Journal Entries

Currencies of the Account
Balance

■

■

Local Currency

■

Local Currency
System Currency

* System currency ≠ local currency
Account Currency
= Specific Foreign
Currency

■

Account Currency
= All Currencies

■
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■

■

Local Currency
Specified Foreign Currency

■

Local Currency
Any Foreign Currency

■

■
■

■

Local Currency
System Currency
Specified Foreign Currency

Local Currency
System Currency
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In the first row, we see that if the currency of the account is “local currency” then journal entries are
entered in the local currency. Nevertheless, all transaction, in all currencies, are automatically
translated to system currency in real time and are displayed in separated system currency columns in
the journal entry. Therefore the account balance is shown in both the local currency and the system
currency.
Note that internal reconciliation is performed in one currency. This account is reconciled in local
currency.

Account Currencies
Currencies for Typing in
Journal Entries

Currencies of the Account
Balance

Account Currency
= Local Currency

■

■

Account Currency
= Specific Foreign
Currency

■

Account Currency
= All Currencies

■
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Local Currency

■

■

■

Local Currency
Specified Foreign Currency

■

Local Currency
Any Foreign Currency

■

■
■

■

Local Currency
System Currency
Local Currency
System Currency
Specified Foreign Currency

Local Currency
System Currency
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In the second row, the account currency has been set to a specific foreign currency. In that case, you
can enter journal entries in the local currency as well as the specified foreign currency. You can
display the account balance in the specified foreign currency as well as in the local and system
currencies.
This account is reconciled in foreign currency.

Account Currencies
Currencies for Typing in
Journal Entries

Currencies of the Account
Balance

Account Currency
= Local Currency

■

■

Account Currency
= Specific Foreign
Currency

■

Account Currency
= All Currencies

■
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Local Currency

■

■

■

Local Currency
Specified Foreign Currency

■

Local Currency
Any Foreign Currency

■

■
■

■

Local Currency
System Currency
Local Currency
System Currency
Specified Foreign Currency

Local Currency
System Currency
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In the last row, the account has been set to “All Currencies”. In that case, you can enter journal entries
in any foreign currency that has been set up for the company, as well as in the local currency. The
account balance will display in the local currency and the system currency.
This account is reconciled in local currency.
You can, at any point, change an account currency to All-Currencies, but once you update the account,
you will not be able to change it back to either a local or specific foreign currency.

Using Foreign Currencies in Documents – Additional Currency

Journal Entry
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As was mentioned before, it is possible to set an item’s price in up to three different currencies – the
primary currency and two additional currencies.
In the presented example, in the Regular Sales pricelist the primary currency is the default currency
(that is the British Pound) to go into documents for local customers.
In the additional currency in this pricelist, prices were entered in US Dollars.
When you choose a US customer in an A/R Invoice, the document currency is set automatically to US
Dollars according to the BP Currency. Therefore, the unit price of the item will use the additional
currency, that is US Dollars.
In the automatic journal entry, created by this invoice, the system converts the invoice total amount in
foreign currency into local currency and posts both values in parallel.
Note! You can set a default currency symbol for auto complete purposes when entering prices in the
price list. In the initial Price List window, in the additional currencies columns, set the desired currency.
For example, for the Regular Sales price list enter USD in the Additional Currency 1 column.
When you open this price list and type in a price in the Unit Price column in the Additional Currency 1
section and choose TAB, the system will automatically add the USD symbol.

Using Foreign Currencies in Documents With No Additional Currency

Does any price in the price list match the BP currency?
Yes
No

Use the main price

Use this price

Translate to: local, BP,
system currency
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In some cases, there is no price in the price list with the same currency as the business partner
currency.
This can be defined, for example, when you want to price in a fixed currency for both local and foreign
customers.
When you choose a business partner in a marketing document, the business partner’s currency and
price list are automatically copied into the document. By default, if there is NO matching currency in
either the main or additional prices of the price list, then the main price is copied to the item row in the
document. In this case, the currency of the price is different than the currency of the document. SAP
Business One automatically converts the total row value and the total document value to Local
Currency, System Currency, and BP Currency, depending on the business partner’s currency.
You may also manually enter any unit price in any foreign currency defined in the Currencies – Setup
window.
By default, the exchange rate used is based on the posting date of the document.

Agenda
▪ Currencies in the company level
– Local and System Currencies
– Account Currencies
– Currencies in the Pricelist
▪ Posting Exchange Rates Differences
– Exchange Rate Differences
– Conversion Differences
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Next, we handle the exchange rate differences from foreign currency and system currency to local
currency.
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Exchange Rate Differences Postings
Outgoing Payments

Foreign Vendor
Rate: 0.25

40 LC

10 FC

40 LC

10 FC

Rate: 0.5

20 LC

10 FC

20 LC

Exchange Rate Differences
Payment

20 LC

Invoice in
Foreign
Currency

LC: Local Currency
FC: Foreign Currency
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Exchange rate fluctuations can cause exchange rate differences when you pay invoices in foreign
currencies:
 The figure shows an A/P invoice which has been issued by a foreign vendor in foreign currency.
At the posting day of the invoice the exchange rate was 0.5. The system converts the 10 units
foreign currency into 20 units local currency and posts both values in parallel on the credit side
of the vendor account.
 At the time when you post the payment for this invoice the exchange rate has changed to 0.25.
10 units in foreign currency are now equal to 40 units in local currency.
 Note, that the amounts paid are the same in the foreign currency as they were in the A/P
Invoice. The vendor is paid in his local currency so he will not notice the difference. We will see
the rate difference in the conversion to local currency.
 In the foreign currency, the amount of the invoice and the payment are the same, that is 10 units.
 But, compared to the value at the time of the invoice there is an exchange rate difference of 20
units local currency. When you post the payment for this invoice, the system automatically posts
this exchange rate difference to an exchange rate difference account.
The system posts the exchange rate differences as expense or revenue to the accounts that you
have entered in the G/L Account Determination window, under the Purchasing tab in the Realized
Exchange Diff. Gain field and the Realized Exchange Diff. Loss field.

Exchange Rate Differences Window
Account in Foreign Currency

Exchange Rate
Differences

Original Balance

Revaluation
10 LC

10 LC

200 LC

100 FC

Revalued Balance

190 LC

100 FC

LC: Local Currency, FC: Foreign Currency

Reject Proposal
Proposals from Difference
Postings
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or
Accept and Post Proposal
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Foreign currency accounts and business partners post all transactions in local currency in addition to
the posting in foreign currency.
The balance in the local currency comprises the foreign currency items that were translated using the
exchange rate (taken from the Exchange Rates table) at the posting date or the tax date. In other
words, the balance is based on past exchange rates.
Periodically, you have to revalue the foreign currency account balance with the exchange rate of a
closing key date. This action is performed in the Exchange Rate Differences window in the Financial
module.
When executing this function, the system generates a list of proposals for difference postings in local
currency. You can then accept or reject each proposal individually.

Conversion Differences Window
When system currency is different then the local currency
Any Account

Conversion
Differences

Basic Balance

Revaluation
10 SC

10 SC

100 SC

100 LC

Revalued Balance

90 SC

100 LC

SC: System currency

Reject Proposal
Proposals from Difference
Postings
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or
Accept and Post Proposal
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In addition to the local currency, the system also manages your data in the system currency in parallel.
If your company's local currency is different from the system currency, exchange rate differences can
arise. The system can revalue these differences to a certain date automatically. This date will typically
be a closing day of a certain period. The procedure is carried out using the Conversion Differences
function under the Financials module the same way as the exchange rate differences.
Much like the exchange rate differences functionality, the system proposes journal entries to be posted.
Conversion differences are posted in the system currency only.
It is recommended to execute the conversion difference function before running the period end closing
procedure.
Please refer to the course: Internal Reconciliation to learn more about exchange and conversion
differences in the internal reconciliation process.

Summary (1/3)

Here are some key points:
SAP Business One can handle accounting in
two parallel currencies:

• The local currency – in which the company is legally
required to keep its books.
• The system currency which is especially useful for
subsidiaries of global companies.

With system currency, the system
automatically:

• Calculates all postings in the local currency.
• And manages an additional account balance in the system
currency in real time.

Each business partner master data record and
each G/L Account need to have:

• An account currency definition:
─ Local currency or
─ Specific foreign currency or
─ All currencies
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Here are some key points to take away:
•
SAP Business One can handle accounting in two parallel currencies: the local currency (in which
the company is legally required to keep its books) and the system currency.
•
When the system currency differs from the local currency, the system automatically calculates all
postings in the local currency and manages an additional account balance in the system currency
in real time.
•
Each business partner master data record and each G/L account need to have an account
currency definition set to one of these three choices: local currency, a specific foreign currency or
all currencies.
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Summary (2/3)

It is possible to set an item’s price in up to
three different currencies in a price list:

• The primary currency and two additional currencies.

When you choose a foreign customer in a
sales document.

• The document currency is set automatically according to the BP
Currency.
• The unit price of the item is taken from the appropriate additional
currency, if one was defined.
• The automatic journal entry converts the total amount in foreign
currency into local currency and posts both values in parallel.

When you pay invoices in foreign
currencies:

• In the foreign currency, the amount of the invoice and the
payment are the same.
• Exchange rate differences can occur due to a rate difference in
the conversion to local currency.
• The system automatically posts any exchange rate difference to
an exchange rate difference account.
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It is possible to set an item’s price in up to three currencies in a price list: the primary currency
and two additional currencies.
When you choose a foreign customer in a sales document, the document currency is
automatically set according to the BP currency. The unit price of the item is taken from the
assigned price list in the appropriate additional currency if one is defined. The automatic journal
entry on the invoice converts the total amount in foreign currency into local currency and posts
both values in parallel.
When you pay invoices in foreign currencies, the amount of the invoice and the payment are the
same in the foreign currency. Exchange rate differences can occur due to rate differences in the
conversion to local currency. The system automatically posts any exchange rate difference to an
exchange rate difference account.
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Summary (3/3)

The Exchange Rate Differences
procedure allows you to clear:

• The difference between the account balance in foreign currency
and the account balance in the local currency.

A conversion deference journal entry:

• Balances the system currency
• Is performed in companies where the system currency is
different from the local currency.

A conversion deference procedure:

• Balances the system currency to an exchange rate of a certain
closing date.
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The Exchange Rate Differences procedure allows you to clear the difference between the account
balance in foreign currency and the account balance in the local currency to a certain date.
A conversion deference journal entry:
•
Balances the system currency
•
Is performed in companies where the system currency is different from the local currency.
A conversion deference procedure balances the system currency to an exchange rate of a certain
closing date.
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Post a Journal Entry
SAP Business One Version 9.3

PUBLIC

PUBLIC

▪ Welcome to the topic on posting a journal entry.
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Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Enter a manual journal entry
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In this course, we explain how to enter a manual journal entry.
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Business Scenario

▪

You are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer site.
▪ The accountant of the company would like to enter transactions manually for
small expenses.
▪ She asks you how to record these transactions in the system.
▪ You show her the manual journal entries.
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You are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer site.
The accountant of the company would like to enter transactions manually for small expenses.
She asks you how to record these transactions in the system.
You show her the manual journal entries.

73

Journal Entry

SAP Business
One
Document

A/R Invoice

Good Receipt PO

Incoming Payment

A/P Invoice
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Automatic
Journal
Entries

Deposit

Outgoing Payment
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In SAP Business One, a journal entry is automatically posted from many documents, such as A/R and
A/P invoices.

Journal Entry

Manual
Journal
Entries
SAP Business
One
Document

A/R Invoice

Good Receipt PO

Incoming Payment

A/P Invoice
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Automatic
Journal
Entries

Deposit

Outgoing Payment
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Additionally, you can manually post a journal entry directly to a G/L account or to a business partner
sub-ledger account.

Journal Entry

Manual
Journal
Entries

Journal Entries file

SAP Business
One
Document

A/R Invoice

Good Receipt PO

Incoming Payment

A/P Invoice

Automatic
Journal
Entries

Deposit

Outgoing Payment
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All journal entries are posted to one file in SAP Business One – the Journal Entries file.
You can set various defaults for journal entries.
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Journal Entry

Manual
Journal
Entries

Set
Document
Settings

Journal Entries file

SAP Business
One
Document

A/R Invoice

Good Receipt PO

Incoming Payment

A/P Invoice

Automatic
Journal
Entries

Deposit

Outgoing Payment
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You can also change some document settings for an individual journal entry.
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Origin Documents

Reference
to Origin
Document
Type and Origin
Document
Number
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All journal entries refer to the type and number of the origin document since frequently journal entries
are created automatically from another document.
For example, IN is used for customer invoices.
The origin documents of manual journal entries are the journal entries themselves. For this reason,
they refer to themselves and are of type JE (which is standard for journal entry).
Most journal entries refer to other document types (for example PU for AP invoices).

Journal Entry Form Fields

Form Settings

Document Header Data

Expanded Editing Mode for a Line Item
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The Journal Entry window is found in the Financials module.
The window for entering journal entries is divided into three areas: document header data, expanded
editing mode for an item, and the items table.
You can show or hide the expanded editing mode. The mode always refers to the row that is currently
selected and displays all the item fields for you to enter the relevant data.
Using Form Settings, you can define which columns display in the line items table.
Note that you can also import rows of journal entries from excel by choosing the Import from Excel
button.
To learn more please refer to the Import from Excel course.

Journal Entry Working Methods
When entering manual journal entries:
▪

Press the Tab key to display the accounts list or

▪

CTRL+TAB to display the business partners list or

▪

Use the context menu to display either lists

It is possible to look for an account or business partners by using a partial code or name string:
•

•

*[string] – To find a name a code that contains or end with this string
[string]

* - To find a name a code that begins with this string
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You can enter multiple lines with debit or credit amounts. In every line you add SAP Business One will
recommend a balancing amount which you can update.
When entering manual journal entries, in each line, place the cursor in the G/L Acct/BP Code field and
press Tab to display the accounts list, or CTRL + Tab to display the Business Partners Master Data
list.
Alternatively, you can use the context menu to open the list of accounts or list of business partners.
Note that you can search for an account or a business partner using the G/L Acct/BP Name field.
If you know the first character of the customer code or name, specify it, followed by an asterisk. Then,
press CTL + Tab to produce a list of all customer codes starting with this character.
If you know a partial customer code or name, place an asterisks (*)first and then the partial code or
name. Then press CTL + Tab to display a list of all records that contain the string you entered.
The same goes for an account but with pressing Tab to display the accounts list.

Reverse Transactions

Original journal entry with error
Account

Debit

Account A

2050

Account B


Credit

■

Standard Reverse Transaction

■

Reverse Transactions with Negative Amounts

2050
2050
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2050
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▪ Users can make input errors. As a result, the journal entry created may contain incorrect
information. To provide an audit of the correction, the user must first reverse the journal entry in
error, and then capture the document correctly.
▪ To cancel a manual journal entry choose Cancel from the Data menu or directly from the context
menu of the journal entry.
▪ You can specify whether reversal transactions are performed:
▪ As standard reverse transactions, or
▪ As reverse transactions with negative amounts
▪ The method you choose also determines the automatic reversal journal entry created for canceled
marketing documents.

Reverse Transactions - Standard Reverse Transaction
Original journal entry with error
Account

Debit

Account A

2050

Account B


Credit

2050
2050

Debit

Account A

Total Debit

Total Credit

Total balance
(C/D)

2050

0

2050

2050

Account [A] balance – after reversal

Reversal journal entry
Account

Account [A] balance – before reversal

Credit

Total Debit

Total Credit

Total balance
(C/D)

2050

2050

0

2050

Account B

2050



2050
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2050

The standard reversal increases the total of the opposite side
82

▪ The standard reverse transaction causes the system to post the debit in error as a credit and the
credit in error as a debit. This corrects the balance of the accounts. However, the standard reverse
transaction causes an additional increase in the totals on the debit and credit sides, which might be
misleading.
▪ On the left side of the image you can see an example of a journal entry with error and the
corresponding reversal entry. On the right you can see the effect of the reversal entry on the
balance of account A. The total balance is cleared however the debit side was not affected and the
credit side is increased.

Reverse Transactions - Reverse Transactions with Negative Amounts
Original journal entry with error
Account

Debit

Account A

2050

Account B


Credit

2050
2050

Debit

Account A

-2050

Account B


-2050
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Total Debit

Total Credit

Total balance
(C/D)

2050

0

2050

2050
Account [A] balance – after reversal

Reversal journal entry
Account

Account [A] balance – before reversal

Credit

Total Debit

Total Credit

Total balance
(C/D)

-2050

0

0

0

-2050

Reversal transaction with negative amounts resets
the totals of the same side
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▪ The reverse transaction with negative amounts causes the system to post the debit in error as a
negative debit and the credit in error as a negative credit. This not only corrects the balance of the
accounts but also the totals. As you can see in the image in the account balance table.

Reversal settings

This setting is relevant for both
automatic and manual journal entries
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It depends on the country whether standard reverse transactions or reverse transactions with negative
amounts are required.
You can set which type of reversal is used in the Company Details window in the System Initialization
menu area of the Administration module. On the Basic Initialization tab, you can select the Allow
Negative Amounts for Reversal Transaction Posting field to switch on the reverse transaction with
negative amounts. Otherwise, the system will use the standard reverse transaction.
This setting is relevant for both automatic (e.g. A/R Invoice) and manual journal entries.
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Scheduled Reversal of Manual Journal Entries
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When entering a manual journal entry, you can choose the Reverse checkbox. This enables you to
create a reversal transaction for the current journal entry and define the date on which the reversal
transaction should be created.
An example for using this option could be in cases where the company needs to issue a period
reporting and have some revenue deferrals.
When the reverse date of the transaction arrives, the Reverse Transactions window appears on log-in.
Alternatively, you can open the Reverse Transactions window from the Financial module.
You execute the reverse transaction by choosing the Execute button.
As a result, new transaction is created. The Remarks field of this transaction displays the text
(Reversal) and the number of the original transaction. The Reverse option is disabled.
In the original transaction, the Reverse option is not visible, and the word Cancelled indicates that the
transaction was cancelled.
Note!
Reverse transactions can be posted only if the reverse date has already arrived, and
You can reverse each journal entry only once.

Summary
Here are some key points:
All journal entries are posted to the Journal Entries
file Including:

• Automatic journal entries posted from documents, such
as A/R and A/P invoices.
• Manually posted journal entries.

When entering manual journal entries, in the G/L
Acct/BP Code field press:

• Tab to display the accounts list.
• And CTL + Tab to display the Business Partners Master
Data list.
• Or use the context menu

Depending on your country standards, you can
specify whether reversal transactions are
performed:

• As standard reverse transactions
• Or as reverse transactions with negative amounts

The scheduled reversal:

•

Is done by entering a future date for cancelation in the
journal entry.
Can be defined to prompt automatically

•
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▪ Here are some key points to take away:
▪ All journal entries are posted to the Journal Entries file. Including automatic journal entries posted
from documents, such as A/R and A/P invoices and manually posted journal entries.
▪ When entering manual journal entries, in the G/L Acct/BP Code field press Tab to display the
accounts list. Or CTL + Tab to display the Business Partners Master Data list. Remember that you
can enter the list of accounts or business partners from the context menu as well.
▪ Depending on your country standards, you can specify whether reversal transactions are performed
as standard reverse transactions or as reverse transactions with negative amounts
▪ The scheduled reversal is done by entering a future date for cancelation in the journal entry. The
cancelation transaction can be defined to prompt automatically.
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Posting Templates and
Recurring Postings
SAP Business One Version 9.3

PUBLIC

PUBLIC

▪ Welcome to the topic on posting templates and recurring templates.

87

Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Set up and use a Posting Templates

▪

Set up a Recurring Posting
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At the end of this topic, you will be able to:

- Set up and use a Posting Template

- Set up a Recurring Posting

88

Business Scenario

You are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer.
▪

The accountant tells you that she manually records two types of journal entry
every month.

▪

The first is a rent transaction with a fixed amount.

▪

The second is a bonus payout for the sales employees. Each employee
receives a fix percentage of the monthly revenue.

▪

You show her the Recurring Posting and Posting Template tools that can make
the process more efficient.
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▪
▪
▪
▪

Imagine that you are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer.
The accountant tells you that she manually records two types of journal entry every month.
The first is a rent transaction with a fixed amount.
The second is a bonus payout for the sales employees. Each employee receives a fix percentage of
the monthly revenue.
▪ You show her the Recurring Posting and Posting Template tools that can make the process more
efficient.
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Recurring Postings

Code: Rent

Description: Rental Payment

G/L Account /
BP No.

G/L Account /
BP Name

Debit

620000

Property Rent

1000

161000

Girobank Account

Frequency:

Monthly

Next Execution:
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On 10
10/01/16

Credit

1000



Valid to

10/12/21
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SAP Business One features a recurring postings function for similar, fixed amount journal entries
created on a regular basis.
Recurring postings use a template that is stored with a code and a description. In this template, you
define, among other things, the frequency in which the journal entry is supposed to be created and a
validity date until when the recurring posting is valid.
To define a recurring posting template type, use the Recurring Postings window in the Financials
module.
The system duplicates the original recurring posting (instance 0) every time the execution date arrives,
and presents a report recommending you post the transactions that are due. Once you use this
instance and add it to the system, it will be deleted.
You can set the system to display all the recurring transactions available for processing on today’s date
when you log in. This setting is made in the General Settings window under System Initialization in the
Administration module. On the Services tab, select the Display Recurring Postings on Execution
checkbox.
Note that you can add recurring postings to the cash flow, which appear in green in the report.

Options for Recurring Postings

Frequency:

Monthly

Next Execution:

■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Quarterly
Semi-annually
Annually
One Time
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▪
▪
▪
▪



On 10
10/01/16

Template
Frequency
List

For Manual Journal Entries
Template Type: Recurring
Posting

Valid to

10/12/21

Not Executed Yet

Inactive
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You have a few options when you set up a recurring posting.
You can set the frequency for how often the posting will occur.
You can choose a frequency from a frequency list.
You can also set a validity date for the posting which specifies the last possible date a posting can
be made.
▪ If you do not wish to post on a regular basis, you also have an option to set up a recurring posting
as a template to be used as needed.
▪ You can create these recurring postings in advance. Set the status to Not executed yet until you
need to begin the postings. This status can also be used to turn off a recurring posting.

Posting Template with Percentages

Code: Utility

Description: Utility Bills

G/L Account /
BP No.

G/L Account /
BP Name

Debit %

6320

Utilities

25

6321

Electricity

75

V550

Public service
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Credit %

100
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You can create posting templates for journal entries that have a very similar structure.
To define a percentage template type, use the Posting Templates window in the Financials module.
These templates can contain account numbers but you can also just specify an account description in
a line item if you do not yet know which exact account will be used for this line item.
Instead of fixed amounts, only percentages are entered here. These percentages indicate how the total
amount is distributed among the line items.
The illustration shows an example of how you can allocate a utility expense, like the electric bill, to its
component expenses at a specific percentage rate.
The posting template is stored under a code and with a description.
Then, when you enter a journal entry manually, you can choose the Percentage template type and the
relevant template, enter an amount in one of the line items and the template will allocate the amounts
to the other lines based on the percentage rate you have defined.
Use the Cancel Template option to enter amounts without the auto calculation.

Summary

Here are some key points:
There are two types of manual journal entry templates:

You create a posting template with
percentages for:

• Journal entries that have a very similar structure.
• Choosing it in a journal entry you enter manually.

You create a recurring posting for:

• Similar, fixed amount journal entries created on a regular
basis.
• Setting the frequency for how often the posting will occur.
• Presenting a report recommending you to post the
transactions that are due when you logon to the system
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▪ Here are some key points to take away:
▪ There are two types of manual journal entry templates.
▪ You create a posting template with percentages for journal entries that have a very similar
structure. You can then choose this posting template in a journal entry you enter manually.
▪ You create a recurring posting for similar, fixed amount journal entries created on a regular basis.
You can set the frequency for how often the posting will occur. The system Presents a report
recommending you to post the transactions that are due when you logon to the system.
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Journal Voucher
SAP Business One Version 9.3

PUBLIC

PUBLIC

▪ Welcome to the topic on journal voucher.

94

Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Use the journal voucher to add journal entries
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At the end of this topic, you will be able to use the journal voucher to add journal entries
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Business Scenario (1)

▪

You are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer.

▪

You are helping the accountant implement her work procedure in SAP Business One.

▪

The accountant asks how she can save a draft of a journal entry. She enters a very
long salary expense journal entry every month and would like to be able to save and
close the entry at any time. She would like to reopen it later on, to add more data
before posting it to the permanent journal entry file.

▪

You show her the journal voucher.
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▪

You are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer.

▪

You are helping the accountant implement her work procedure in SAP Business One.

▪

The accountant asks how she can save a draft of a journal entry. She enters a very long salary
expense journal entry every month and would like to be able to save and close the entry at any time.
She would like to reopen it later on, to add more data before posting it to the permanent journal
entry file.

▪

You show her the journal voucher.
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Business Scenario (2)

▪

A student intern helps the accountant in recording manual journal entries to the accounting
system.

▪

The accountant wants to be able to review the journal entries before they are registered
permanently to the journal entries file.

▪

Best Option: journal vouchers
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▪ Let us look at another business example of how journal vouchers are used.
▪ A student intern helps the accountant in recording manual journal entries to the accounting system.
▪ The accountant tells you she really appreciates the help, but she wants to be able to review the
journal entries the student is entering before they are registered permanently to the journal entries
file.
▪ You tell the accountant about the option of using Journal Vouchers.

Journal Vouchers

Create Journal Voucher

Correct and Update
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▪ SAP Business One offers a two-stage procedure for creating journal entries. You can create the
journal entries as drafts first, correct and post them later.

Journal Vouchers

Entries in
Journal
Voucher
Create Journal Voucher

Correct and Update
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A user creates entries in a journal voucher. The journal voucher is basically a folder for storing several
journal entry drafts.
You can save unbalanced journal entries in a journal voucher as long as the journal voucher is in the
draft mode.
This is useful when you have entries with many lines that you want to save during the process, before
the journal entry is complete and balanced.
Since manual journal entries are not included in the approval process, you can use the journal voucher
process to enable reviewing and editing journal entries by another user.

Journal Vouchers

Entries in
Journal
Voucher
Create Journal Voucher

Journal
Entries File
Correct and Update
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You can change journal vouchers as long as they have not been posted yet. You can access the
journal voucher, make any necessary corrections, and post the journal voucher.
You can remove a journal voucher or delete an entry from a journal voucher, as long as they have not
been posted yet.
To start working with journal vouchers go to: Financials  Journal Vouchers.

Create and Post a Journal Voucher

Step 1

Step 3

Step 4
Step 2
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The Journal Voucher window has two areas:
The upper table is a list of journal vouchers. When you choose a voucher record in the upper table, the
lower table lists the entries of the highlighted voucher.
To add a new voucher:
Step 1 - Choose Add Journal Entry to New Voucher to open the Journal Voucher Entry window.
Step 2 - Type any data and choose Add to Voucher. In case the entry is not balanced yet, , the system
will prompt a warning. However, you can still add the entry to the voucher.
Do not forget to update the Journal Voucher window after adding any data.
Step 3 - To add a new entry to the same voucher, choose Add Entry to Existing Voucher.
You may add numerous entries to the same voucher this way.
Step 4 - When it is time to post the voucher, make sure all entries are balanced and choose Post
Voucher.
The status of the posted entry or posted voucher is Closed. Use the Open Only checkbox to see only
open items.
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The Journal Voucher Report
From the report you can:
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▪

View, edit or post
vouchers

▪

Post a certain entry out of
a journal voucher
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After creating entries in a journal voucher you have two options to post them to the journal entry file:
 From the Journal Voucher window. Or,
 From the Journal Voucher Report. Go to Financials  Journal Voucher Report.
The Journal Voucher Report displays the journal vouchers according to selected criteria.
The Gr-No. column presents the journal voucher number and the specific entry in the journal voucher.
From the list of journal vouchers you can review and update a journal voucher details using the linking
arrow.
You can specify a certain journal transaction number out of a voucher and register only this entry. This
action will leave the journal voucher status open and the relevant entry closed. You can then post the
other entries.
Note! The option of posting selected entries out of a journal voucher is available from this report and
not from the Journal Voucher window.

Summary

You work with journal vouchers when you
need:

• A two-stage procedure for creating journal entries.
• To create the journal entries as drafts first, correct and post
them later.

In the Journal Voucher Report you can:

• Post selected entries out of a journal voucher
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▪ You work with journal vouchers when you need a two-stage procedure for creating journal entries
and in order to create the journal entries as drafts first, correct and post them later.
▪ In the Journal Voucher Report you can post selected entries out of a journal voucher.
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Posting Periods
SAP Business One, Version 9.3

PUBLIC

▪ Welcome to the course on the posting periods process.
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Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

State how to define and manage posting periods
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After completing this topic, you will be able to state how to define and manage Posting Periods.
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Business Scenario
You are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer, OEC Computers.
▪

You explain to Maria, the accountant, that a mandatory step in creating the company
database is defining the company Posting Periods:
▪

The Main Posting Period - the Fiscal Year.

▪

The Sub-Periods in the fiscal year.

▪

The company creates the annual financial statement once a year. However, they need
twelve posting periods for their internal controlling.

▪

You create a new company database and define the Fiscal Year as the calendar year and
the sub-periods as Months.

▪

Maria asks what she needs to do in order to record a certain document or a journal entry to a
posting period or sub-period.

▪

You tell her that SAP Business One determines automatically which posting period the
transaction belongs to based on the transaction’s posting date.
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▪ You are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer, OEC Computers.
▪ You explain to Maria, the accountant, that a mandatory step in creating the company database is
defining the company Posting Periods:
▪ You define the Main Posting Period - the Fiscal Year, which usually corresponds to the
calendar year.
▪ And then the Sub-Periods in the fiscal year.
▪ Together you discuss the financial processes in OEC Computers. The company creates the
annual financial statement once a year. However, they need twelve posting periods for their
internal controlling.
▪ You create a new company database and define the Fiscal Year as the calendar year and the
sub-periods as Months.
▪ Maria asks what she needs to do in order to record a certain document or a journal entry to a
posting period or sub-period.
▪ You tell her that SAP Business One automatically determines which posting period the transaction
belongs to based on the transaction’s posting date.
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Posting Periods – Process Overview
▪

Sub-Periods: Months
2018-01
▪ 2018-02
▪ 2018-03
▪ …….
▪

▪

Fiscal Year: 2018
▪

Additional settings

Posting date
Sub-period



Period End / Year End Closing
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Here, you can see an overview of the Posting Periods Process.
There are three stages in the posting periods process. In this course we will focus on the settings and
the operational steps, the first two stages of the process.
In the first stage, we define settings for posting periods. First we define the main posting period for the
fiscal year. Then we define the sub-periods in the fiscal year: Year, Quarters, Months, or Days.
The second stage is the Operational stage. In everyday work, we enter documents and manual journal
entries with a posting date that will be registered automatically to the appropriate sub-period. Subperiods allow the user to control posting into them. That way, postings to each month can be
controlled.
The third stage is Period End Closing where you move all profit and loss (P&L) account balances to the
Retained Earnings account and zero out the P&L accounts. We will discuss the period end closing
process in a different topic.

Defining Posting Periods and Sub-Periods

1

4

Quarters

Year

3

1

2

Fiscal Year
11
10

12 1
2
3

Months

9

Days

4
8

5
7

6
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When you create a new company database, you create the posting periods for the first fiscal year. SubPeriods are created automatically by SAP Business One in the fiscal year based on your selected type
of sub-period. The four available sub-periods are: year, quarter, month and day.
You define the sub-periods based on the company business need:


A Year has one sub-period.



Quarters have four sub-periods.



Months contain twelve sub-periods.



And Days can have any number of sub-periods.

Using your selection, the system automatically creates the corresponding number of posting periods.
A reason for defining sub-periods will be the ability to lock a past period so that no additional postings
can be made by any user.

Posting Periods Caveats
▪ The beginning of the fiscal year can only be the first day of a month.
▪ Create the oldest posting periods first.
▪ Create a new posting period in advance.
▪ No overlapping periods.
▪ G/L account determination is saved by period and is copied from
the previous period to the next.
▪ Make decisions together with the client accountant.
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When creating new posting periods, bear in mind the following important caveats:
 The beginning of the fiscal year can only be the first day of a month. The start of the fiscal year is
set automatically on the first day of the month that was entered in the Posting Date from field.
 We recommend creating the posting periods from the earliest period onward. Consider the
oldest data you would like to migrate to determine the first period.
 Make sure you create a new period in advance to allow validations and possible changes before
work starting.
 You cannot have overlapping posting periods.
 By default, the “From date” is the day after the end date of the latest existing posting period, and
the “To date” is one year later.
 G/L account determination is saved by period and is copied from the previous period to the next.
Therefore it is recommended to create the oldest period, make your primary account selection,
and then create additional periods. You can change the G/L account determination before
starting to work with a new period.
 Although you could change it mid-period, we do not recommend this because account
determination influences the financial reports.
 You need to make decisions together with the client accountant. Together you should consider
topics like legal reporting and business consolidation.

Summary

Here are some key points:
When you create posting periods, you define:

• The main posting period – the Fiscal Year, which
usually corresponds to the calendar year.
• The sub-periods in the fiscal year (Year, Quarters,
Months, or Days).

SAP Business One determines automatically which
sub-period the transaction belongs to:

• Based on the transaction’s posting date.

When creating a new posting period:

• Take into consideration the important caveats
mentioned in the course.
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▪ Here are some key points to take away:
 When you create posting periods, you define the main posting period – the Fiscal Year, which
usually corresponds to the calendar year.
 The Sub-Periods in the fiscal year (Year, Quarters, Months, or Days).
 SAP Business One determines automatically which sub-period the transaction belongs to based
on the transaction’s posting date.
 When creating a new posting period take into consideration the important caveats mentioned in
the course.
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Internal Reconciliation
SAP Business One Version 9.3
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▪ Welcome to the Internal Reconciliation topic.
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Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Utilize the process of internal reconciliation in G/L accounts and business partners

▪

Review system reconciliations

▪

Perform internal reconciliation (manual type)
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In this topic, we discuss how to utilize the process of internal reconciliation, both system and user
reconciliations, in G/L accounts and business partners.
You will learn how to review automatic and semi-automatic system reconciliations, and how to perform
internal reconciliation manually.

Agenda

▪ Internal Reconciliation
▪

Internal Reconciliation Definition

▪ System Reconciliations
▪ Full Reconciliation
▪ Partial Reconciliation
▪ User Reconciliation
▪ User Reconciliation Types
▪ Reconciliation Currency
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We will present the internal reconciliation topic by looking at the reconciliation process of a business
partner master data.

Business Scenario

▪

Internal Reconciliation Process

▪

System Reconciliations Statuses:

Debit

▪

Debit

Credit

User Reconciliations Types:

▪
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User Reconciliation Statuses:
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Imagine that you are implementing SAP Business One at a new customer, OEC Computers.
Maria, the accountant of OEC Computers, asks you more about the Internal Reconciliation Process.
She remembers you told her previously, that among other processes, it relates to Period-End Closing.
Maria is happy to hear that most internal reconciliations are performed automatically by SAP Business
One. These are the System Reconciliations.
Automatic system reconciliations can be full or partial.

Business Scenario

▪

Internal Reconciliation Process

Debit
▪

Credit

Debit

Credit

System Reconciliations Statuses:
▪
Full
▪
Partial

▪

User Reconciliations Types:

▪
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You give Maria two examples of full automatic reconciliations:
 Firstly, in the Business Partners Master Data accounts when an Incoming Payment is based on
an A/R Invoice (or a Credit Memo on an A/R Invoice).
 And secondly, in clearing G/L Accounts when you deposit a check received by an Incoming
Payment.
You tell Maria that SAP Business One also performs Partial System Reconciliations if, for example,
a customer partially pays an A/R Invoice.

Business Scenario

▪

Internal Reconciliation Process

Debit
▪

Credit

Debit

Credit

System Reconciliations Statuses:
▪
Full
▪
Partial

▪

User Reconciliations Types:
Manual
▪
Automatic
▪
Semi-automatic
▪
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▪

User Reconciliation Statuses:
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However, there will be cases where Maria will perform internal reconciliations herself – these are the
User Reconciliations.
For example, when OEC Computers pays a vendor in advance and receives the A/P Invoice later on,
Maria will have to internally reconcile the Vendor Master Data and match the Payment with the A/P
Invoice transactions.
Maria can perform user reconciliation using one of the three reconciliation types:
 Manual
 Automatic
 Semi-automatic

Business Scenario

▪

Internal Reconciliation Process

Debit
▪

Credit

Debit

Credit

System Reconciliations Statuses:
▪
Full
▪
Partial

▪

User Reconciliations Types:
Manual
▪
Automatic
▪
Semi-automatic
▪

▪

User Reconciliation Statuses:
Full
▪
Partial
▪
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Just like with System Reconciliations, user reconciliations can be full or partial.
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Reflection Question:
Internal Reconciliation Process

▪ When Maria looks at the vendor’s account balance, it reflects the advanced Outgoing Payment and the A/P
Invoice transactions.
▪ Then why is it important for Maria to reconcile the vendor master data internally?
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Let us consider the case we have just discussed, where OEC Computers pays a vendor in advance
and receives the A/P Invoice later on.
When Maria looks at the vendor’s account balance, it reflects the advanced Outgoing Payment and the
A/P Invoice transactions.
Then why is it important for Maria to reconcile the vendor master data internally?

Reflection Question:
Internal Reconciliation Process

▪ When Maria looks at the vendor’s account balance, it reflects the advanced Outgoing Payment and the A/P
Invoice transactions.
▪ Then why is it important for Maria to reconcile the vendor master data internally?

▪

The A/P Invoice should appear as closed for:
▪ The Outgoing Payment
▪ Reports as Aging and Doubtful debts
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The reason is that if reconciliation is not done, the A/P invoice will appear as open when creating a new
Outgoing Payment for the vendor.
Another reason is the effect on reports, such as Aging and Doubtful debts. The A/P Invoice will appear
as open in those reports if Maria does not reconcile it with the Outgoing Payment transaction.

Agenda

▪ Internal Reconciliation
▪

Internal Reconciliation Definition

▪ System Reconciliations
▪ Full Reconciliation
▪ Partial Reconciliation
▪ User Reconciliation
▪ User Reconciliation Types
▪ Reconciliation Currency
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We start with system reconciliation that occur during everyday work.
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Internal Reconciliation Definition

Internal Reconciliation:
Matching and clearing
open credit items
to open debit items
within an account.
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Credit

Debit

Credit
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The term, Internal reconciliation, refers to the matching and clearing of open credit items to open
debit items within an account (therefore internal). This is necessary for accounts where a business
process is not regarded as fully complete until each credit amount has a corresponding debit amount:
 For customer accounts, a receivable (debit) must be followed by an incoming payment (credit).
 For vendor accounts, a liability (credit) must be followed by an outgoing payment (debit).

System Reconciliations

System Reconciliations Statuses:
– Full
– Partial
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Credit

Debit
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First let us talk about system reconciliation.
System reconciliation takes place automatically. Let us discuss a few examples:
When you apply a payment to an invoice, create a credit memo for an invoice or cancel a document,
the original journal entry is reconciled with the reversal.
When you deposit a check, the payment journal entry is reconciled with the deposits for the clearing
account row.
This means for the most part, you do not have to maintain and conduct internal reconciliations in the
system.
As we mentioned before, the system can reconcile transactions either fully or partially.
We will take a look at each.

System Reconciliation - Full Reconciliation

2

1

Outgoing Payment based on an
A/P Invoice (or invoices)

A/P Invoice

Debit
Vendor
Expense /
Clearing
account

Credit
202

202
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Debit
Automatic Internal
Reconciliation
in the Vendor Master Data

Bank
Account

2

Vendor

Credit
202

202
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The system will attempt to automatically perform full reconciliation when you post a payment for a
customer or vendor.
The system matches the business row in the journal entry of the payment with the invoice or invoices
that you have selected and closes the transactions.
It will also close any selected credit memos and other transactions that were selected in the payment.
In the graphic we show how full system reconciliation occurs with an outgoing payment to a vendor.
On the left we show the A/P invoice with its journal entry. On the right we see the outgoing payment for
the invoice. When the invoice is paid, the system automatically performs internal reconciliation in the
vendor master record.
In this example, we show only one invoice, but the payment could have paid 2 or more invoices and
the automatic reconciliation would still have been performed.
For payments made with the Payment Wizard or Bank Statement Processing, the system automatically
proposes (and sometimes automatically matches) payments with invoices or credit memos based on
criteria that you supply, such as due date and amount.

System Reconciliation - Partial Reconciliation

2

1

Outgoing Payment based on an
A/P Invoice (or invoices)

A/P Invoice

Debit
Vendor
Expense /
Clearing
account

202
202

Debit

Credit
Automatic Internal
Reconciliation
in the Vendor
Master Data

Bank Account
Vendor

Credit
100

100

Balance Due: Credit = 102
2
Balance Due in the Vendors Liabilities Aging
Report
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It is also possible to partially reconcile transactions when issuing incoming or outgoing payments.
Partial reconciliation is done when a payment amount does not match the amount of the selected
transactions.
For example, a customer may pay a partial amount due. When a partial payment is made, the system
adjusts the Balance Due appropriately and partially reconciles the invoice.
When the remaining balance on the invoice is paid the invoice will be fully reconciled and the Balance
Due will become zero.

System Reconciliation of Interim Accounts

Allocation account
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Good Receipt PO

A/P Invoice

Credited

Debited
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SAP Business One automatically reconciles the following interim accounts:
 Allocation Account, Expense Clearing Account, and Stock in Transit Account.
 The Work In Process Inventory Account.
 In some localizations, the Deferred Tax Account (this is relevant for: Austria, Costa Rica,
France, Guatemala, Italy, Mexico, South Africa, and Spain)
 The Down Payment Interim Account and Down Payment Clearing Account.
Let us look at the allocation account example:
If your company uses the perpetual inventory system you usually reconcile the Allocation account.
Remember, an allocation account is credited when you issue a Goods Receipt PO and debited in an
A/P Invoice. The system performs this reconciliation for you in this interim account.

Agenda

▪ Internal Reconciliation
▪

Internal Reconciliation Definition

▪ System Reconciliations
▪ Full Reconciliation
▪ Partial Reconciliation
▪ User Reconciliation
▪ User Reconciliation Types
▪ Reconciliation Currency
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Next, let us present how the user can manage the reconciliation process.
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User Reconciliation – Manual Type
Business Partner Account
In this example, Customer Master Data
Selected







Origin

Posting Date

Amount

Balance Due

Amount to Reconcile

IN

10.07

1000.00

1000.00

1000.00

IN

17.08

2000.00

2000.00

1500.00

RC

24.08

(1000.00)

(1000.00)

(1000.00)

RC

24.08

(1500.00)

(1500.00)

(1500.00)

IN

01.09

3000.00

3000.00

0.00
Manual Internal Reconciliation in the Customer Master Data
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Let us look at circumstances where you would perform a user reconciliation:
A customer pays you but you forget to select the invoice when processing the payment. In that case, a
payment is made on account rather than against a particular invoice.
If the payment was posted as a Payment on Account, because no invoices were selected, the payment
and the invoices stay open (and therefore unreconciled).
Another example of a payment on account might be where you have an agreement for a customer to
pay a set amount each month regardless of the actual invoice amounts. Once again, because no
invoices are selected, the invoices are unreconciled.
In these cases you need to reconcile the business partner account with the Reconciliation function –
as a User Reconciliation.
To perform an internal reconciliation for a business partner, choose the Reconciliation option under the
Internal Reconciliation area of the Business Partners module.
You can also perform user reconciliation in a G/L account. For example, on special scenarios of
opening balances and when working with deferral accounts. The Reconciliation window for G/L
accounts is found under the Internal Reconciliation area in the Financials module.

User Reconciliation Types
▪
▪
▪
▪

User reconciliation types:
Manual
Automatic
Semi-automatic

Debit

Credit

Debit

Credit

להחליף צילום מסך
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You can perform user reconciliation using one of the three reconciliation types: Manual, Automatic, and
Semi-automatic.
Manual is useful when working with a small number of transactions or cases where partial
reconciliations are required or where transactions are posted to more than one business partner.
Automatic is used to reconcile a large amount of transactions, or a range of business partners, based
on user defined parameters and priorities.
Semi-Automatic is used to manually reconcile transactions, based on recommendations provided by
SAP Business One.
The Multiple BPs option appears only when the Manual reconciliation type is selected. This option
enables the transactions of more than one business partner to be reconciled.
For example, in some localizations, if a specific business partner is a customer as well as a vendor and
therefore has two business partner master data records, you can reconcile the transactions created
against both business partner master data records.

Multiple Business Partner Reconciliation

A Connected
Business Partner
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It is possible to reconcile several business partners with each other.
One of the common scenarios of multiple business partner reconciliation is between a connected
customer and vendor. In this scenario, there is a vendor who is also a customer of the company. In this
case, the company wants to match the debt for the vendor with the open balance of the customer.
When you select the Consider Connected BPs checkbox and choose the business partner, the system
automatically adds the connected business partner to the selection criteria window.
In the image, , you can see the BP Internal Reconciliation – Selection Criteria window and the Consider
Connected BPs box is checked. In the table, , the records of Maxi teq the customer and the connected
Maxi teq vendor are chosen. After you choose Reconcile, both open A/R invoices and A/P invoices
are displayed. Now it is possible to clear the balance due of the A/P invoices from the A/R invoices.
Refer to the Customers and Customer Groups topic to learn how to connect a customer to a vendor.
Note that you can reconcile multiple business partners that are not connected as well. Simply choose
the relevant business partners in the table on the selection criteria window.
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Multiple Business Partner Reconciliation – Journal Entry
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Any reconciliation between two or more business partners (both connected and non-connected)
generates an automatic journal entry.
The journal entry balances the business partners’ record.
The image shows the journal entry that was created when the A/R invoice was reconciled with the A/P
invoice.
This is a straightforward example in which the reconciled amounts are equal. The customer is credited
and the vendor is debited.
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Reconciliation Currency

BP Currency
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An internal reconciliation is performed in one currency – the account currency.
This is relevant for both system and user reconciliation and for business partners as well as G/L
accounts.
If the currency of the specified business partner is set to local currency or all currencies, the
reconciliation currency is the local currency. If one of the foreign currencies was specified for the
business partner, the reconciliation currency is this foreign currency.
In the presented example the local currency of the company is British Pound and Maxi-Teq is a local
customer with British Pound defined as the business partner currency. Therefore, the reconciliation
currency is the local currency that is British Pound.

Reconciliation Currency
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SAP Business One can handle accounting in two parallel currencies: the local currency and the system
currency.
The Local Currency is the currency in which the company is legally required to keep its books. In our
example, British Pound.
The System Currency may be a different currency than the local currency and is especially useful for
subsidiaries of global companies whose head office uses a different currency than the subsidiaries (for
example British Pound in the subsidiary and US Dollars in the head office).
All amount columns in the Internal Reconciliation window display the updated amount in both the local
currency and the system currency. You can then set the amount to reconcile.
All internal reconciliations (system and user) need to balance in system currency and local currency.
If they are not balanced in either of them, the system creates a balancing transaction which allows the
internal reconciliation to balance in local currency and system currency.
In the example shown, the reconciliation between the invoice and the incoming payment balance in
local currency. It is 500 British Pounds in debit and credit and the balance is zero. However, there is a
balance of 10 US Dollars in the system currency due to rate differences between the invoice and the
payment dates. The system automatically created a balancing transaction to balance the system
currency.

Balancing Transactions in Internal Reconciliation
When reconciling, the system checks for:

The system automatically creates:

✓ A difference in the local currency
when a foreign currency is involved

➢ An exchange rate difference
journal entry
(in LC and SC)

✓ A difference in the system currency
when the company’s local currency
is different from the system currency

➢ A conversion difference journal entry
(in SC only)
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There are two types of balancing transactions:
▪ Exchange rate difference – This journal entry is created automatically when reconciling transactions
in a foreign currency, where the local currency amount differs between the reconciled transactions,
due to the different exchange rates of the foreign currency. For example: a payment is issued a
month after the invoice.
▪ Conversion rate difference – This journal entry is automatically created when the system currency is
different than the local currency and the system currency differs between the reconciled
transactions.

133

Reconciliation Currency
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You must define realized exchange and conversion difference accounts on the Sales, Purchasing, and
General tabs of the G/L Account Determination window.
You can add unreconciled conversion rate difference transactions to the Internal Reconciliation window
by choosing the Display SC-Only Transactions option.
Selecting this checkbox will add any additional transaction that has a balance due in system currency
only. This allows full presentation of the system currency open balance in the Internal Reconciliation
window.
We will discuss more issues regarding local and system currency in the Currencies topic.

Unique Identifiers

Debit

▪

Credit

Debit

Credit

Unique identifier for internal reconciliations:
User Reconciliations:
Manual, Automatic, or Semi-automatic
▪ System Reconciliations
▪
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The system assigns a unique reconciliation number to each completed internal user reconciliation
(whether it is manual, automatic, or semi-automatic).
The system also saves and assigns a unique number to system reconciliations, for example,
reconciliations during payment processing.
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Manage Previous Reconciliations

Account
Cancel User
Reconciliation

2000
3000

5000
2000

Account
2000
3000

5000
2000
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The Manage Previous Reconciliations function allows you to review or cancel a user reconciliation.
This function does not allow you to reverse reconciliation postings. The postings still exist even though
the reconciliation has been canceled. If you want to reverse these postings, you must reverse them in
the general ledger in the usual way by choosing Data  Cancel in the journal entry display.
To cancel user reconciliations for business partners or G/L accounts, choose the Manage Previous
Reconciliations option under the Internal Reconciliations area of either the Business Partners or
Financials module.

Summary (1/2)
Here are some key points:
The term, Internal reconciliation, refers to:

• The matching and clearing of open credit items to
open debit items within an account (therefore
internal).

For vendor accounts:

• A liability (credit) is reconciled with an outgoing
payment (debit).

Internal reconciliation can be:

• System reconciliation.
• User reconciliation.

The statuses of both, the system Reconciliation and
the user reconciliation are:

• Full
• Partial

User reconciliation types:

• Manual (with the Multiple BPs option)
• Automatic
• Semi-automatic
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▪ Here are some key points to take away:
▪ The term, Internal Reconciliation, refers to the matching and clearing of open credit items to open
debit items internally within an account.
▪ For vendor accounts, a liability (credit) is reconciled with an outgoing payment (debit). For
customer accounts, a receivable (debit) is reconciled with an incoming payment (credit).
▪ Internal reconciliation can be system reconciliation or user reconciliation.
▪ There are two statuses for both the system reconciliation and the user reconciliation: full and partial.
▪ There are three user reconciliation types: manual, automatic and semi-automatic. The manual type
includes an option for reconciling multiple business partners with each other.
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Summary (2/2)

An internal reconciliation is performed in one currency:

• Local currency (BP/ Account = local currency or
all currencies)
• Foreign currency (BP/ Account = Foreign currency
)

SAP Business One can handle accounting in two parallel
currencies:

• The local currency.
• And the system currency.

All internal reconciliations (system and user) need to
balance in:

• The local currency.
• And the system currency.

The system assigns a unique reconciliation number to
each internal reconciliation for both:

• System reconciliation.
• User reconciliation.

The Manage Previous Reconciliations function allows
you to:

• Review or cancel a user reconciliation.
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▪ An internal reconciliation is performed in one currency. The one currency can be either local
currency or a foreign currency. The local currency is used if the business partner account is set as
the local currency or set to all currencies. If the business partner is set to a foreign currency, then
that currency is used for reconciliation.
▪ SAP Business One can handle accounting in two parallel currencies: the local currency and the
system currency.
▪ All internal reconciliations, whether system or user reconciliations, need to balance in both the local
currency and the system currency.
▪ The system assigns a unique reconciliation number to each internal reconciliation for both system
reconciliations and user reconciliations.
▪ The Manage Previous Reconciliations function allows you to review or cancel a user reconciliation.
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Handling Payments
SAP Business One Version 9.3
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▪ Welcome to the handling payments topic.
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Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪
▪

List the steps of the payment process and perform them in
SAP Business One.
Explain the consequences of each step on the involved G/L accounts.

▪

Adjust the appropriate payment scenario to the customer needs and localization.
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After completing this topic, you will be able to:
 List the steps of the payment process and perform them in SAP Business One including:
incoming payments, outgoing payments and deposits.
 Explain the consequences of each step on the involved G/L accounts.
 Adjust the appropriate payment scenario to the customer needs and localization according to
decisions made together with client accountant.

Handling Incoming Payments:
Business Example

Incoming Payment

Deposit

Bank Account
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First, let us look at a typical manual payment process:
The customers pay their debts, that is open A/R invoices, according to agreed payment terms: Cash
Basic, Installments, Net 30, etc.
In our business example, Maria, the accountant at OEC Computers, deals with incoming payments
every afternoon.
She views the company bank account online to see incoming payments received from customers via
bank transfer .
In SAP Business One, she checks the credit card accounts (Visa and Master Card) to see the amount
of credit card incoming payments issued at the store point of sale and in the customer service center
during the day.
Then, Maria enters a credit card deposit in SAP Business One to record the payments Visa and Master
Card have transferred to the company bank account.
Note that in this business example, we focus on the manual payments process.
Remember that you also have the Payment Wizard and the Bank Statements Processing options,
which enable you to create incoming and outgoing payments automatically and semi-automatically.
To learn more about batch payment creation please refer to the Payment Wizard course.

Incoming payments –
Check, Credit Card and Cash Payment Means
Incoming Payment Payment Means:
▪ Cash
▪ Check
▪ Credit card

A/R Invoice

Incoming
Payment

Debit
Clearing Account:
Check/ Credit card/
Cash
Customer
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Clearing
Account

Deposit

Bank
Account

Debit

Credit
Clearing Account :
Check/ Credit card/
Cash

105
105

Bank Account

Credit
105

105
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▪ There are four payment means options for incoming payments. We will first look at the three
payment means that typically have a two-step process: cash, check and credit card.
▪ Regardless of the payment means, when you issue a full Incoming Payment the open invoice on the
customer account is closed.
▪ Cash, check, and credit card payments are posted to a clearing or temporary account.
▪ Note that the term “clearing” is used in the US localization. In other localizations the term could be:
“Temporary Account” or “Suspense Account”. The clearing accounts must be predefined during the
setup.
▪ In the example shown we see an Incoming Payment on the left for 105 that generates the following
automatic journal entry:
▪
▪

Debit to a clearing account - cash on hand/ credit card/ checks received.
Credit to customer account.
▪
External tools like point of sale system and authorization of credit card transactions can be
integrated into the standard process.
▪ The system retrieves the cash and the checks received accounts from the G/L Account
Determination window.
▪ The credit card account is retrieved from the G/L Account field in the credit cards definition window
under the banking setup in the Administration module.
▪ On the right, we see the second posting from a Deposit document used to transfer the funds from
the clearing account to the house bank account and clear the clearing account.

Incoming payments –
Bank Transfer Payment Means
Incoming Payment –
Payment Means:
▪ Bank transfer

A/R Invoice Incoming
Payment

Debit
Bank Account
Customer
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Bank
Account

Credit

105
105
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Another option for the payment means is the bank transfer.
When a customer pays using the Bank Transfer payment means the transaction does NOT involve a
clearing account. The customer transfers the payment directly to your house bank.
Here we see the debit to the house bank account, and the credit to the customer account.

Structure of a Payment Document
Incoming Payment / Outgoing Payment

Payment Document Header

Open Invoices, Credit Memos
and Journal Entries

Totals, Remarks
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The windows for incoming and outgoing payments are almost identical. The window is divided into the
following parts:
 The document header area (on the top)
 The area for selecting open invoices, credit memos and journal entries, and for assigning the
payment amounts (in the middle).
 The area for entering remarks and displaying totals (at the bottom)

How To Determine the Payment Amount

Sel.





Doc. Installments
101
101
202
204

1 of 2
2 of 2
1 of 1
1 of 1

*

Total

Balance Due

*

200
100
-20
-98

180
100
-20
-98

*
*

Cash
Discount
2%

 Payment on Account
Total Amount Due
Open Balance
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Doc.
Type
IN
IN
CN
JE

Total Payment
180
98
-20
-98

25
185

25
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In the middle area, you select open transactions for payment from the table by using the checkbox in
the Selected column.
The system offers you tools to quickly identify the nature of the documents displayed and to aid in your
selection.

How To Determine the Payment Amount

Sel.





Doc. Installments
101
101
202
204

1 of 2
2 of 2
1 of 1
1 of 1

*

Total

Balance Due

*

200
100
-20
-98

180
100
-20
-98

*
*

Cash
Discount
2%

 Payment on Account
Total Amount Due
Open Balance
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Total Payment
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An asterisk (*) after the invoice date indicates that the invoice is currently due. That is, the invoice due
date is earlier than or equal to the current date.
The cash discount percentage displays the rate of the cash discount defined for the business partner,
depends on the incoming payment date and the invoice date. You can change it if required.
▪ The Total Payment column, displays the amount that is outstanding on an invoice. The system
proposes the balance due as the amount to be paid. Change this amount if the payment is only for
part of the invoice amount.

How To Determine the Payment Amount

Sel.





Doc. Installments
101
101
202
204

1 of 2
2 of 2
1 of 1
1 of 1

*

Total

Balance Due

*

200
100
-20
-98

180
100
-20
-98

*
*

Cash
Discount
2%

 Payment on Account
Total Amount Due
Open Balance
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Total Payment
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The document type column tells you the origin of each line. For example IN for invoice, CN for credit
memo and JE for journal entry.

How To Determine the Payment Amount

Sel.





Doc. Installments
101
101
202
204

1 of 2
2 of 2
1 of 1
1 of 1

*

Total

Balance Due

*

200
100
-20
-98

180
100
-20
-98

*
*

Cash
Discount
2%

 Payment on Account
Total Amount Due
Open Balance
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Total Payment
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Using Form Settings, you can choose to display the BP Reference Number indicator in the table. This
allows you to base the payment on the vendor’s invoice number rather than your own internal
document number when you issue an outgoing payment.
You can choose whether to have the system display all transactions in the table or to restrict the
display to invoices and credit memos. The setting to display all transaction by default is found in the
document settings for incoming and outgoing payments.
In case you want to document a payment that is not based on an invoice. For example, payment in
advance, choose the Payment on Account option.
In the presented example, the Total Amount Due includes the payment on account and the total
payment amount of the open transactions from the table.

How To Specify the Payment Means
1. Determine the Payment Amount
2. Split the Payment Amount According to Payment Means

Possible Payment Means:
 Check
 Bank Transfer
 Credit Card
 Cash
*
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Bill of Exchange
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After you determine the payment amount, you must specify the payment means. You can select one of
the following payment means: Check, Bank Transfer, Credit Card, or Cash.
In some countries, you can also use the Bill of Exchange payment mean.
▪ Choose the Payment Means icon to open the Payment Means window.
In most cases, the payer pays the amount in full using one means of payment. However, it is possible
to split the amount among several means of payment. The system takes the details on the means of
payment for incoming payments from the customer master record.
When you post a payment, the system reconciles the payment with the selected invoices, and closes
the transactions. If the payment was posted as a Payment on Account, the invoices and the payment
stay open. If a partial payment was made, the system adjusts the Balance Due appropriately.

Deposits of Cash and Checks

Customer
OI
Open
Invoice

1

Cash on Hand
1

Incoming Payment
Payment Means Cash
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Bank

2

2
Cash
Deposit
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If you take cash from your cash register or checks from your check drawer and bring them to your
bank, you can use the Deposit transaction to post this transfer.
In this graphic we see the process for cash payments. The incoming payment credits the customer
account and debits the cash on hand account. When the deposit is made, the cash deposit is credited
and the bank account is debited.

Deposits of Cash and Checks
Cash on Hand

Customer
OI
Open
Invoice

1

1

Open
Invoice

2

Incoming Payment
Payment Means Cash

2
Cash
Deposit

Checks Rec.

Customer
OI

Bank

1

1

Incoming Payment
Payment Means Check
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Bank
2

2

Deposit of
Checks
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A deposit of checks is similar.
The incoming payment credits the customer account and debits the checks received account. When
the deposit is made, the checks received account is credited and the bank account is debited.

Payments and Deposits Cancellation

A/R Invoice

Incoming
Payment

Deposit

Incoming
Payment

Deposit

Bank
Account
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SAP Business One supports various scenarios of cancelling payments, deposits and checks.
For example:
 In case you enter a wrong payment or deposit,
 In situations where a payment is cancelled, or
 In case you need to cancel a payment or deposit after the check related to a payment was
already deposited.
 Note that you can cancel one deposited check out of a deposit with multiple checks.
For more details on how to cancel payments, deposits and checks refer to the Online Help.
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The Payment Process in SAP Business One – Purchasing

Outgoing Payment:
Payment Means
▪
Check
▪
Credit Card
▪
▪

A/P Invoice

Outgoing
Payment

Bank
Account

Cash
Bank Transfer

Debit
Bank Account
Vendor
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Working with outgoing payments is similar to incoming payments, except of course that you pay money
instead of receiving money.
When you create an outgoing payment:
 There is a debit to the vendor account,
 And a credit to the bank account
Unlike incoming payments, typically the process of manual outgoing payments does not involve
clearing or temporary accounts for credit cards, checks and bank transfers. Instead, the credit posting
is done directly on the bank account.
If you wish to use a clearing or temporary account, an interim account can be manually inserted in the
G/L account field in the Payment Means window. Then, when the payment is reduced from the bank, a
manual entry should be created to debit the interim account and credit the bank account.
Additionally, the payment wizard can be used to automatically generate payments against a clearing
account if you define one in the House Bank Accounts – Setup window. Please refer to the Payment
Wizard course to learn more about this process.
If you want to set the system to use clearing accounts automatically, you can use the Bank Statement
Processing. This functionality can be set up to automatically post the transfer between the clearing and
bank accounts.

Summary (1/2)

Here are some key points:
In incoming payments, cash, check, and credit
card payments are usually posted to:

• A clearing or temporary account.

A Deposit document must be processed in order to: • Transfer the funds from the clearing account to the
house bank account.
• And clear the clearing account.
When a customer pays using the Bank Transfer
payment means:

• The transaction does not involve a clearing account.
• The customer transfers the payment directly to your
house bank.

In a payment document, an asterisk (*) after the
invoice date indicates that:

• The invoice is currently due. That is, the invoice due date
is earlier than or equal to the current date.
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Here are some key points to take away:
In incoming payments involving cash, check and credit card, payments are usually posted to a
clearing or temporary account.
A Deposit document must be processed in order to transfer the funds from the clearing account to the
house bank account and clear the clearing account.
When a customer pays using the Bank Transfer payment means, the transaction does not involve a
clearing account. The customer transfers the payment directly to your house bank.
In a payment document, an asterisk (*) after the invoice date indicates that the invoice is currently due.
That is, the invoice due date is earlier than or equal to the current date.

Summary (2/2)

In outgoing payments typically the
process does not involve:

• Clearing or temporary accounts. Instead, the credit posting is done
directly on the bank account.

If you wish to use a clearing or
temporary account in outgoing
payments, you should:

• Manually insert an interim account in the G/L account field in the
Payment Means window.
• Use the payment wizard to automatically generate payments against
a clearing account.
• use the Bank Statement Processing functionality.
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In outgoing payments typically the process does not involve clearing or temporary accounts. Instead,
the credit posting is done directly on the bank account.
If you wish to use a clearing or temporary account in outgoing payments, you can do this in three ways.
You can manually insert an interim account in the G/L account field in the Payment Means window.
You can use the payment wizard to automatically generate payments against a clearing account. Or,
you can use the Bank Statement Processing functionality.

The Payment Wizard
SAP Business One Version 9.3

PUBLIC

PUBLIC

▪ Welcome to the Payment Wizard topic.
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Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Run the Payment Wizard to create payments in a batch

▪

Explain different scenarios when running the Payment Wizard.
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After completing this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Run the Payment Wizard to create payments in a batch

▪

Explain different scenarios when running the Payment Wizard.
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Business Scenario
▪

Maria, the accountant at OEC Computers, wants to make the process of creating
payments from both customers and vendors more efficient.
Maria would like to create monthly payments in a batch.

▪

You introduce Maria to the Payment Wizard and show her the settings needed to
run the tool.
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Maria, the accountant at OEC Computers, wants to make the process of creating payments from
both customers and vendors more efficient.
Maria would like to create monthly payments in a batch.

▪

You introduce Maria to the Payment Wizard and show her the settings needed to run the tool.
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Payment Wizard Overview

Payment Wizard

Incoming Bank Account Outgoing
Payments:
Payments:
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▪ Bank

▪ Checks

Transfer

▪ Bank Transfer
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The Payment Wizard enables you to create outgoing and incoming payments in batches for bank
transfers, checks and bills of exchange. The payments are created according to your selection criteria
and payment methods.
The Payment Wizard creates:
 Incoming bank transfer payments, and
 Outgoing checks and bank transfer payments
Payment Wizard runs over A/P and A/R documents and transactions that are not fully paid, credited, or
reconciled. The runs also cover payments on account that are not allocated or reconciled to specific
transactions.
If the created payments are bank transfer payments or direct debit payments, the Payment Wizard
creates payment files in the correct country-specific format.
There is also an option for issuing a Payment Order Run that creates a bank file, does not create any
journal entry and leaves the invoices open. The invoices will be closed after getting the bank
confirmation.
This feature is supported by 2 reports:
 Payment Orders Report by Business Partner, and
 Payment Orders Report by Payment Run

Payment Wizard – Selection criteria
Selection Criteria

Payment Run
Sel.

General
Parameters

Business Partners
Selection Criteria

Document
Parameters

Payment Method –
Selection Criteria

Recommendations
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In the Payment Wizard, payments are created according to your selection criteria and payment
methods.
This graphic shows the steps in the Payment Wizard.
First, each run of the payment wizard is identified by a payment run name and the date of the payment
run.
Then you specify several selection criteria as follows:
 General parameters, such as the date of the next planned payment run, type (outgoing or
incoming), payment means (check or bank transfer), and the document series used to create the
payment documents.
 The business partners that the system checks for invoices due. Including expanded selection
criteria.
 Selection criteria for the documents that the system includes, such as date ranges.
 And lastly, the payment methods to be used in the payment run.
Based on these selection criteria the system creates a recommendation report or a list of suggested
payments:
 You can accept or reject the recommendations.
 Using the Add Manual Row button, you can create a payment document or a payment order row
between a house bank account and a business partner or a target account without referencing
any documents in SAP Business One.
 The button Non-Included Transactions creates a list of all open items that could not be included
in the payment run.

Payment Wizard – Save Options Step

Selection Criteria
General
Parameters

Business Partners
Selection Criteria

Document
Parameters

Payment Method –
Selection Criteria

Load

Payment Run
Sel.

Saved
Payment
Runs

Save

Recommendations

Execute Payment Order Run
Execute Payment Run/
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At the Save Options step, you can:
▪ Save the selection criteria without the recommendation report. This option does not reserve the
selected open transactions for this payment run. You can still clear the transactions either using
the incoming or outgoing payment documents or using a new payment run.
▪ The second option is to save the recommendations and proceed at a later date. This reserves
the selected open transactions for this payment run only, which means that open transactions
saved by this option cannot be cleared using the incoming or outgoing payment documents or a
new payment run.
In order to delete a recommended payment run, in the first step of the payment wizard, select the
payment run, right-click and choose Cancel.
▪ There is also an option for issuing a Payment Order Run that creates a bank file, does not create
any journal entry and leaves the invoices open. The invoices will be closed after getting the bank
confirmation.
When getting the bank confirmation you can load the saved payment run, execute the payments
and close the invoices.
▪ The forth option, Execute Payment Run, simply executes the payments.
▪ And the last option: Execute Payment Run on Server, allows the user to set a scheduled time
(delayed) time for execution.

Payment Wizard – Payments Creation
Selection Criteria

Recommendations

▪ Report
Printing
▪ Document
Printing
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Payment documents

Bank
Transfer

Payment File

Checks

Check Printing
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When you execute the payments, the system automatically creates the payment documents for your
accepted recommendations.
A payment usually consolidates invoices for a business partner, unless you specify otherwise in the
business partner master. For example, you can choose single payment to create one payment for each
invoice for that business partner.
If the created payments are bank transfer payments or direct debit payments, the Payment Wizard can
create the payment file in the country-specific format to be sent to the company’s bank. To create or
adapt file formats use the Electronic File Manager (EFM). This SAP Business One add-on is a
graphical tool that lets you define and modify bank file formats.
If the created payments are check payments, they can be printed directly from the system. After the
checks are printed, the system assigns the check numbers. Once the process is complete, use the
Check number confirmation option in the Banking module to confirm the numbers assigned.

Payment Methods as Main Control Instrument

Definition
Type

Payment Means

Outgoing

▪
▪

Check
Bank Transfer

Incoming

House Bank

Validation Options
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It is very important to define payment methods when configuring the banking setup in the
Administration module. This data is used by default in every payment run.
With the payment method, you control the entire payment process.
In the definition of a payment method, you define the following:
 First, the type of payment and payment means: for outgoing payments: check or bank transfer,
for incoming: only bank transfer.
 Second, the house bank and the bank account that should usually receive or issue the payment
made with this payment method. If the company works with additional house bank, define a
payment method for each bank or branch.
 Third, validation checks that the system should carry out before using this payment method, as
well as amount restrictions.
 And lastly, postings in relation to G/L interim accounts.
 Note! You can define a payment method as inactive by deselecting the Active box. This method
will not be included in the payment run.

Payment Methods as Main Control Instrument
Business Partner

AP Invoice

Payment Method
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▪ All incoming/ outgoing payment methods defined in SAP Business One appear in the master records
of the business partners, under the Payment Run tab.
▪ To specify which payment methods you want to use with each business partner, select the Include box
for the preferred payment method.
▪ Note that you might need to scroll to the right to view the Include column.
▪ You can set a default payment method that will be assigned automatically to new business partners on
the BP tab in General Settings.
▪ In the master record, you can also set one method as the default payment method to be used in all
documents for this business partner.

▪ From the payment methods included in the business partners master records, the system
automatically chooses one, based on the settings in the payment run. If you want to use a specific
payment method for a certain invoice, you can also directly enter the payment method in the invoice
itself.
▪ Note! To use the payment wizard, make sure you have also set up banks and house bank accounts:
▪ You can define the banks with which your company works with in the banking setup area in the
Administration module.
▪ You can define more than one branch or account as house banks in SAP Business One. This is done
in the House Banks Accounts window in the banking setup area in the Administration module.
▪ In the vendor business partner master data, under the Payment Terms tab, define the business
partner bank details. This information will be used for payments created by the payment wizard.

Summary
Here are some key points:
The Payment Wizard creates
payments in batches for:

• Incoming bank transfer payments, and
• Outgoing checks and bank transfer payments.

In the payment wizard there is also an
option for issuing a Payment Order
Run that:

• Creates a bank file.
• Does not create any journal entry.
• And leaves the invoices open.

With the payment method, you:

• Control the payment wizard process.

In the master record of each business
partner, you specify:

• Which payment methods you want to use for the business partner.
• One method as the default payment method to be used in all
documents for this business partner.
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Here are some key points to take away:
•
The Payment Wizard creates payments in batches for incoming bank transfer payments, and
outgoing checks and bank transfer payments.
•
In the Payment Wizard there is also an option for issuing a Payment Order Run that creates a
bank file, does not create any journal entry and leaves the invoices open.
•
With the payment method, you control the payment wizard process.
•
In the master records of each business partner, you specify which payment methods you want to
use for the business partner and one default payment method to be used in all documents for this
business partner.

Bank Account Reconciliation - Overview
SAP Business One, Version 9.3

PUBLIC

▪ Welcome to the Bank Account Reconciliation – Overview topic.
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Objectives

After completing this unit, you will be able to:
▪ Explain the options for the external reconciliation of a G/L bank account.
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▪ In this topic, we discuss the options for the external reconciliation of a G/L bank account.
▪ Note! a mandatory prerequisite for this topics is a good understanding of SAP Business One
financial processes and general accepted accounting principles.
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Managing Reconciliations in the Bank Account:
Business Example

▪

Once a week, Maria, the accountant at OEC Computers, receives bank statement
from the bank.

▪

Maria asks you what is the most effective way for her to enter this bank statement in
SAP Business One.

▪

And how to match the transactions the bank recorded for OEC Computers, with the
transaction she recorded for the bank G/L account in SAP Business One.

▪

You should take into consideration that OEC Computers pays and is paid using all
payment means (check and cash deposits, checks for payments as well as bank
transfer).
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▪ Here is a business example:
▪ Once a week, Maria, the accountant at OEC Computers, receives bank statement from the bank.
▪ Maria asks you what is the most effective way for her to enter this bank statement in SAP Business
One.
▪ And how to match the transactions the bank recorded for OEC Computers, with the transaction she
recorded for the bank G/L account in SAP Business One.
▪ You should take into consideration that OEC Computers pays and is paid using all payment means
(check and cash deposits, checks for payments as well as bank transfer).

The Payment Process in SAP Business One –
Bank Account Reconciliation

Incoming
Payment
Process

House Bank Account
in SAP Business One

Bank Reconciliation =
External Reconciliation
Bank Statement

Outgoing
Payment
Process

• Match the house bank
transactions with the
bank statement.
• Compare an account
with external data.
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▪ Incoming payments, outgoing payments and deposits post journal entries to the house bank
account.
▪ The bank statement serves as a legally binding notification instrument from the bank to its
customers.
▪ You need to match the house bank transactions as registered in SAP Business One with the bank
statement data and adjust where needed.
▪ You should not match these open items until you receive the bank statement showing that the bank
has actually made the payment.
▪ This matching process is called Bank Reconciliation, where you make comparison of an account
with external data.
▪ In SAP Business One we call this process External Reconciliation.
▪ Bank reconciliations help business owners ensure all bank transactions are recorded properly on
the accounting ledger and bank statement.

External Reconciliations

External Bank Statement

House Bank Account
Debit

Credit
2000

3000

After you match the open
items of the house bank G/L
account in SAP Business One
with the open items in the
external bank statement, SAP
Business One flags those
transaction as externally
reconciled.

2000
3000
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▪ When you perform an external reconciliation, you match the open items of a bank G/L account in
SAP Business One with the open items in an external account statement.
▪ After doing this, SAP Business One flags those transactions as externally reconciled.
▪ In most cases, the account statement is received from a bank and the account to be reconciled is
the associated bank account. The statement, however, can also be received from a business
partner that wants to reconcile the business partner account in your books with its own account.
▪ In SAP Business One we also have the internal reconciliation process which is separate to the
external reconciliation process.

Internal Reconciliation Definition

Internal Reconciliation:
▪
Matching and clearing
▪
Open credit items
▪
To open debit items
▪
Within an account.
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Debit

Credit

Debit

Credit
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▪ The term, Internal reconciliation, refers to the matching and clearing of open credit items to open
debit items within an account (therefore internal). This is necessary for accounts where a business
process is not regarded as fully complete until each credit amount has a corresponding debit
amount:
▪ For customer accounts, a receivable (debit) must be followed by an incoming payment (credit).
▪ For vendor accounts, a liability (credit) must be followed by an outgoing payment (debit).
▪ When using a bank interim account, an outgoing payment to a vendor made by the payment
wizard (debit) must be followed by a transfer posting to the bank G/L account (credit).
▪ In this topic we discuss the external reconciliation process.

External Reconciliations

External Bank Statement

House Bank Account
Debit

3 options for external
2000
reconciliation:
▪ Reconciliation
▪ Manual Reconciliation
▪ Bank Statement Processing

Credit
2000

3000

3000

*The decision on which option to use when performing external
reconciliations is depending on the company localization.
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▪ In SAP Business One you have three options for performing external reconciliation: Reconciliation,
Manual Reconciliation, and the Bank Statement Processing.
▪ Note that these are the names of the windows in SAP Business One.
▪ To avoid creating duplicate reconciliations, the user should choose one option and use it to
perform external reconciliations.
▪ This decision is depending on the company localization.
▪ Let us review those three options.

1. Reconciliation

House Bank Account
G/L account

Import/ Manually type

Open
Transactions





* Supported in all localizations.

External Bank Statement

Transactions





▪
▪
▪

Manual
Automatic
Semi-Automatic
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▪ The first option in SAP Business One is called Reconciliation. It is supported in all localizations.
▪ With this option, you first import, or manually type the bank statement transactions into the system
using the Process External Bank Statement function (if needed, you can add this window using the
Form Settings – Main Menu).
▪ Then, the system displays side-by-side the open transactions from the G/L account in SAP Business
One and the imported or typed transaction from the bank statement. You reconcile between matching
transactions in SAP Business One side and the bank side. If required, you can perform balancing
transactions to match your data with that of the bank.
▪ You can choose a reconciliation type: Manual, Automatic, or Semi-Automatic. These work in a very
similar manner to the internal reconciliation types.
▪ To use Reconciliation, choose the menu path: Banking  Bank Statements and External
Reconciliations  Reconciliation.

2. Manual Reconciliation

House Bank Account
G/L account

Open
Transactions





External Bank Statement
Import/ Manually type

Ending
Balance

* Supported localizations: Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Cyprus, India, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Singapore, South Africa,
United Kingdom, and United States.
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▪ The second option is Manual Reconciliation. It is supported in Australia, Brazil, Canada, China,
Cyprus, India, Japan, Korea, New Zealand, Singapore, South Africa, United Kingdom, and United
States.
▪ With this option, you enter the ending date and balance from the statement received from the bank.
The system displays open transactions for the bank G/L account. You manually match them against
the balance received from the bank.
▪ This function enables you to verify and reconcile the transactions recorded in SAP Business One
against the balance received from the bank and to create adjustments if required.

▪ The system tracks the difference between the statement ending balance and the cleared items from
the G/L account. The system only allows you to reconcile the account when this difference is 0.
▪ From the manual reconciliation screen, you can create adjustments to close any discrepancies and
bring the difference down to 0. For example, you can deposit cash, check and credit card payments
that appear on the bank statement. You can also post journal entries, or create payments. The
system keeps track of the statement balance for the next reconciliation. To use Manual
Reconciliation, choose Banking  Bank Statements and External Reconciliations  Manual
Reconciliation.

3. Bank Statement Processing – BSP

House Bank Account
G/L account

Open
Transactions





External Bank Statement
Import/ Manually type
▪

Automates the handling
of bank statement
transactions.

▪

Designed for businesses
that intensively use direct
bank transfer for
outgoing and incoming
payments.

Transactions





* Supported in all localizations.
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▪ The last option is Bank Statement Processing (BSP). This option automates the processing and
reconciliation of transactions from a bank statement.
▪ It is designed for businesses that intensively use direct bank transfer for outgoing and incoming
payments.
▪ Since most customers pay by direct bank transfer, the company accountant only becomes aware of
an incoming payment after importing the bank file.
▪ The bank statement processing function lets you automatically generate incoming and outgoing
payments, and perform internal and external reconciliations.
▪ By entering bank statement details, either automatically or manually, you can create transactions
that have not yet been posted.
▪ This process is supported in all localizations.
▪ The key to the efficiency of the BSP functionality is the setup.
▪ It is important to emphasize that the automation of the bank statement processing is directly related
to the accuracy of the settings as relevant to the business.

Reconciliation: Reflection Question

▪
▪

Maria, the accountant at OEC Computers issues a bank transfer of 500 to pay
an A/P Invoice received from one of the company vendors.
2 types of reconciliation should take place for this outgoing payment. What are
those reconciliations?

Outgoing
Payment
= 500
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▪ Maria, the accountant at OEC Computers issues a bank transfer of 500 to pay an A/P Invoice
received from one of the company vendors.
▪ 2 types of reconciliation should take place for this outgoing payment. What are those
reconciliations?
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Reconciliation: Answer

▪

Internal reconciliation - for the vendor master data record to match the
outgoing payment amount (debit) and the A/P Invoice amount (credit).

▪

External reconciliation - to match the outgoing payment transaction as
registered in the bank account in SAP Business One with the bank statement
data that Maria will receive from the bank.
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▪ Internal reconciliation for the vendor master data record to match the outgoing payment amount
(debit) and the A/P Invoice amount (credit).
▪ External reconciliation to match the outgoing payment transaction as registered in the bank account
in SAP Business One with the bank statement data that Maria will receive from the bank.

Summary - 1

Here are some key points:
▪

You need to match the house bank transactions as registered in the bank account in SAP
Business One with the bank statement data you receive from the bank and adjust where
needed.

▪

This matching process is called Bank Reconciliation, where you make comparison of an
account with external data.

▪

In SAP Business One we call this process External Reconciliation.

▪

After doing this, SAP Business One flags those transactions as externally reconciled.
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▪ Here are some key points:
▪ You need to match the house bank transactions as registered in the bank account in SAP
Business One with the bank statement data you receive from the bank and adjust where needed.
▪ This matching process is called Bank Reconciliation, where you make comparison of an account
with external data.
▪ In SAP Business One we call this process External Reconciliation.
▪ After doing this, SAP Business One flags those transactions as externally reconciled.
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Summary - 2

▪

▪

In SAP Business One you have three options for performing external
reconciliation:
▪

Reconciliation

▪

Manual Reconciliation

▪

Bank Statement Processing (BSP).

To avoid creating duplicate reconciliations, the user should choose one option
and use it to perform external reconciliations.
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▪ In SAP Business One you have three options for performing external reconciliation:
▪ Reconciliation
▪ Manual Reconciliation
▪ And Bank Statement Processing (BSP).
▪ To avoid creating duplicate reconciliations, the user should choose one option and use it to perform
external reconciliations.
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Financial Reports
SAP Business One Version 9.3

PUBLIC

PUBLIC

▪ Welcome to the financial reports topic.
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Objectives
At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Discuss the effect of standard processes in SAP Business One on Financial Reports:
▪

Balance Sheet

▪

Trial Balance

▪

Profit and Loss

▪

Describe when to use each report.

▪

Interpret typical report data.
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We will explore the effect of standard processes in SAP Business One on financial reports: such as the
Balance Sheet, the Trial Balance, and the Profit and Loss report. We describe when to use each
report and how to interpret typical report data.

Business Scenario

You review the Financial Reports with Maria the company accountant:
▪

Maria mentions that you discussed the influence of Period-End Closing on the Balance
Sheet and Profit and Loss reports.

▪

This is because you usually issue the Financial Reports for the last day of each financial
year/ period to get the financial status of the company.

▪

You demonstrate the financial reports in SAP Business One.
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Imagine that you are reviewing the Financial Reports with Maria the company accountant of OEC
Computers:
Maria mentions that you discussed the influence of Period-End Closing on the Balance Sheet and
Profit and Loss reports.
This is because you usually issue the financial reports for the last day of each financial year or period
to get the financial status of the company.
You demonstrate the financial reports in SAP Business One.
Note that the company usually gets last year’s related documents after the end of the financial year or
period. Therefore, they also issue the reports for the closing period, during the following period.

Agenda

▪ Chart of Accounts Structure
▪

The influence of the chart of accounts structure on financial reports

▪ Financial Reports
▪ Balance Sheet
▪ Trial Balance
▪ Profit and Loss
▪ Statement of Cash Flow
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We start by talking about the strong connection between the chart of accounts structure and the
different financial reports.
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Reflection Question
Balance Sheet :

▪

Assets:
▪ Fixed Assets:
▪ Current Assets:

10.04%
89.96%

Total Assets:

100%

From a financial controller’s point of view where is most of the money invested?
Assets that can be converted into liquid funds at short notice
B.
Property that a firm owns and uses and is not expected to be consumed or converted into cash in the near
future.
A.
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At the end of the year you issue the Balance Sheet report.
You present the report in a summarized form.
For the Assets drawer you see the result showing in the slide.
From a financial controller’s point of view where is most of the money invested?
Are they assets that can be converted into liquid funds at short notice or property that a firm owns and
uses that is not expected to be consumed or converted into cash in the near future?

Reflection Question
Balance Sheet :

▪

Assets:
▪ Fixed Assets:
▪ Current Assets:

10.04%
89.96%

Total Assets:

100%

From a financial controller’s point of view where is most of the money invested?
Assets that can be converted into liquid funds at short notice
B.
Property that a firm owns and uses and is not expected to be consumed or converted into cash in the near
future.
A.
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The correct answer is highlighted.
Fixed assets stands for property that the firm owns and Current assets stands for liquid assets that
can be easily converted into cash. The Current assets holds almost 90% of the total assets and
therefore this is the correct answer.

Chart of Accounts Structure
Level 1
Bank
Account

Account Type

Assets

Accounts
Payable
Account

Liabilities

Balance
Sheet
Accounts

Cap. + Res.

General Ledger

Turnover

Income
Account

Cost of Sales

Operating C.

Non-Operating

Profit and
Loss
Accounts

Tax + Extr.

#9

#10
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Let us go back and examine the Chart of Accounts Structure in association with Financial Reports.
This subject is discussed in the Chart of Accounts – Concepts topic.
Although the chart of accounts will vary according to a company’s localization, the structures are very
similar around the world.
Remember how in the General Ledger you distinguish between Balance Sheet Accounts and Income
Statement Accounts, which are also called Profit and Loss Accounts.

Influence on Financial Reports

Level 1

Account Type

Financial Reports

Assets

Liabilities

Balance
Sheet
Accounts

Balance Sheet

Cap. + Res.

Turnover

General Ledger

Trial Balance
Cost of Sales

Operating C.

Non-Operating

Profit and
Loss
Accounts

Profit and Loss
Statement

Tax + Extr.

#9

#10
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The different reports run on the account balances relevant to a selected date or date range and the
reports present them according to their drawer, level and type.
For example the balance sheet report is based on the balance sheet accounts, and similarly the
profit and loss statement is based on profit and loss accounts. The trial balance shows all the
account types.
All these reports are typically issued for the last day of each financial year or period.
Let us look closely on each report:

Agenda

▪ Chart of Accounts Structure
▪

The influence of the chart of accounts structure on financial reports

▪ Financial Reports
▪ Balance Sheet
▪ Trial Balance
▪ Profit and Loss
▪ Statement of Cash Flow
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All financial reports will appear in the Financials Reports menu which is found in the Financials module

Balance Sheet
Presents the financial position of a business, the company’s value.

Dates

Up to a certain date

Drawers/ Type

All Balance Sheet Accounts:
Assets, liabilities, and owner’s equity accounts

 Total Assets

Calculation

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report

= Total Liabilities + Equity.
Relative percentage of each balance in the company’s
assets, liabilities, and equity set.

 Also:

A/R Invoice - Accounts receivables, Sales tax account.
Outgoing Payment - Bank account.
Good Receipt PO - Inventory account
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The Balance Sheet presents the financial position of a business, the company’s value.
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Balance Sheet
Presents the financial position of a business, the company’s value.

Dates

Up to a certain date

Drawers/ Type

All Balance Sheet Accounts:
Assets, liabilities, and owner’s equity accounts

 Total Assets

Calculation

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report
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= Total Liabilities + Equity.
Relative percentage of each balance in the company’s
assets, liabilities, and equity set.

 Also:

A/R Invoice - Accounts receivables, Sales tax account.
Outgoing Payment - Bank account.
Good Receipt PO - Inventory account
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You run the Balance Sheet up to a certain date, that is from the beginning of the company until that
date.

Balance Sheet
Presents the financial position of a business, the company’s value.

Dates

Up to a certain date

Drawers/ Type

All Balance Sheet Accounts:
Assets, liabilities, and owner’s equity accounts

 Total Assets

Calculation

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report

= Total Liabilities + Equity.
Relative percentage of each balance in the company’s
assets, liabilities, and equity set.

 Also:

A/R Invoice - Accounts receivables, Sales tax account.
Outgoing Payment - Bank account.
Good Receipt PO - Inventory account
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The Balance Sheet presents all Balance Sheet Accounts: Assets, liabilities, and owner’s equity
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Balance Sheet
Presents the financial position of a business, the company’s value.

Dates

Up to a certain date

Drawers/ Type

All Balance Sheet Accounts:
Assets, liabilities, and owner’s equity accounts

 Total Assets

Calculation

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report
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= Total Liabilities + Equity.
Relative percentage of each balance in the company’s
assets, liabilities, and equity set.

 Also:

A/R Invoice - Accounts receivables, Sales tax account.
Outgoing Payment - Bank account.
Good Receipt PO - Inventory account
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When you issue the report, the system runs the report on the account balances of the Balance Sheet
accounts and summarizes their values according to the formula: Total Assets equals Total
Liabilities plus Equity.
In addition, the relative percentage of each balance in the company’s assets, liabilities, and equity is
presented.
The equity section includes the profit period. This amount is calculated while the report is being
composed, to represent the summary of the profit and loss of the period.

Balance Sheet
Presents the financial position of a business, the company’s value.

Dates

Up to a certain date

Drawers/ Type

All Balance Sheet Accounts:
Assets, liabilities, and owner’s equity accounts

 Total Assets

Calculation

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report

= Total Liabilities + Equity.
Relative percentage of each balance in the company’s
assets, liabilities, and equity set.

 Also:

A/R Invoice - Accounts receivables, Sales tax account.
Outgoing Payment - Bank account.
Good Receipt PO - Inventory account
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Some examples of documents and their related accounts which affect the report are:
 Accounts receivables and the Sales tax accounts in an A/R invoice.
 The bank account in an Outgoing Payment, and
 The inventory account in a Goods Receipt PO.
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Trial Balance
A summary of all accounts and/or business partner balances.
Can comprise a particular cross section.
Dates

Selected period

Drawers/ Type

Selection from:
All accounts (Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss)
All business partners master data.
 For

Calculation

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report
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each account: total debit and credit amounts, and the
ending balance.
 For the entire report: if the trial balance includes all the
accounts in a complete period, the debit and credit side
totals must be equal. Total report balance = 0.
A/P Invoice - Vendor, Accounts Payable account, Expense/
Clearing/ Inventory account, Input Tax account.
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The Trial Balance displays a summary of all accounts and/or business partner balances. The report
can comprise a particular cross section of accounts and business partners.

Trial Balance
A summary of all accounts and/or business partner balances.
Can comprise a particular cross section.
Dates

Selected period

Drawers/ Type

Selection from:
All accounts (Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss)
All business partners master data.
 For

Calculation

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report

each account: total debit and credit amounts, and the
ending balance.
 For the entire report: if the trial balance includes all the
accounts in a complete period, the debit and credit side
totals must be equal. Total report balance = 0.
A/P Invoice - Vendor, Accounts Payable account, Expense/
Clearing/ Inventory account, Input Tax account.
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You can issue the report for a selected posting period or periods.
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Trial Balance
A summary of all accounts and/or business partner balances.
Can comprise a particular cross section.
Dates

Selected period

Drawers/ Type

Selection from:
All accounts (Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss)
All business partners master data.
 For

Calculation

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report
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each account: total debit and credit amounts, and the
ending balance.
 For the entire report: if the trial balance includes all the
accounts in a complete period, the debit and credit side
totals must be equal. Total report balance = 0.
A/P Invoice - Vendor, Accounts Payable account, Expense/
Clearing/ Inventory account, Input Tax account.
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The Trial Balance presents all selected accounts (Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss) and business
partners master data.
If you include business partners in the report, those will be shown at the end, after the list of accounts.
The total balance for customers and vendors is represented in the list of accounts, through the control
accounts’ balances.

Trial Balance
A summary of all accounts and/or business partner balances.
Can comprise a particular cross section.
Dates

Selected period

Drawers/ Type

Selection from:
All accounts (Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss)
All business partners master data.
 For

Calculation

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report
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each account: total debit and credit amounts, and the
ending balance.
 For the entire report: if the trial balance includes all the
accounts in a complete period, the debit and credit side
totals must be equal. Total report balance = 0.
A/P Invoice - Vendor, Accounts Payable account, Expense/
Clearing/ Inventory account, Input Tax account.
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When you issue the report, for each account the system presents the total debit and credit amounts,
and the ending balance which is calculated as the debit amount minus the credit amount.
For the entire report: if the trial balance includes all the accounts in a complete period, the debit and
credit side totals must be equal. That is, the total report balance should be zero.

Trial Balance
A summary of all accounts and/or business partner balances.
Can comprise a particular cross section.
Dates

Selected period

Drawers/ Type

Selection from:
All accounts (Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss)
All business partners master data.
 For

Calculation

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report
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each account: total debit and credit amounts, and the
ending balance.
 For the entire report: if the trial balance includes all the
accounts in a complete period, the debit and credit side
totals must be equal. Total report balance = 0.
A/P Invoice - Vendor, Accounts Payable account, Expense/
Clearing/ Inventory account, Input Tax account.
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Here is an example of a document and its related accounts which affect the trial balance report:
 An A/P Invoice includes the Vendor, the Accounts Payable account, a clearing account or an
inventory account, and the Input Tax account.

Profit and Loss Statement
Shows the profit (or loss) of your business for the fiscal year/ selected period,
and explains the change in the company’s value.

Dates

Selected period

Drawers/ Type

All Profit and Loss Accounts:
The last 5 drawers: Revenues, Cost of Sales, Expenses,
Financing, and Other Revenues and Expenses

Calculation

The balances of the Expense accounts will be subtracted from the
balances of the Revenue accounts to come up with the profit or
the loss for the fiscal year/ selected period.

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report

A/R Invoice - Income account.
A/P Invoice - Expense account.
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The Profit and Loss Statement shows the profit (or loss) of your business for the fiscal year or the
selected period. It explains the change in the company’s value.
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Profit and Loss Statement
Shows the profit (or loss) of your business for the fiscal year/ selected period, and explains the
change in the company’s value.

Dates

Selected period

Drawers/ Type

All Profit and Loss Accounts:
The last 5 drawers: Revenues, Cost of Sales, Expenses,
Financing, and Other Revenues and Expenses

Calculation

The balances of the Expense accounts will be subtracted from the
balances of the Revenue accounts to come up with the profit or
the loss for the fiscal year/ selected period.

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report

A/R Invoice - Income account.
A/P Invoice - Expense account.
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You run the report for a selected period.
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Profit and Loss Statement
Shows the profit (or loss) of your business for the fiscal year/ selected period, and explains the
change in the company’s value.

Dates

Selected period

Drawers/ Type

All Profit and Loss Accounts:
The last 5 drawers: Revenues, Cost of Sales, Expenses,
Financing, and Other Revenues and Expenses

Calculation

The balances of the Expense accounts will be subtracted from the
balances of the Revenue accounts to come up with the profit or
the loss for the fiscal year/ selected period.

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report

A/R Invoice - Income account.
A/P Invoice - Expense account.
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The Profit and Loss Statement presents all the accounts located in the 5 Profit and Loss drawers:
Revenues, Cost of Sales, Expenses, Financing and the Other Revenues and Expenses.
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Profit and Loss Statement
Shows the profit (or loss) of your business for the fiscal year/ selected period, and explains the
change in the company’s value.

Dates

Selected period

Drawers/ Type

All Profit and Loss Accounts:
The last 5 drawers: Revenues, Cost of Sales, Expenses,
Financing, and Other Revenues and Expenses

Calculation

The balances of the Expense accounts will be subtracted from the
balances of the Revenue accounts to come up with the profit or
the loss for the fiscal year/ selected period.

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report

A/R Invoice - Income account.
A/P Invoice - Expense account.
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When you run the report, the system calculates the profit or the loss for the fiscal year or the selected
period according to this calculation: The balances of the Expense accounts will be subtracted from the
balances of the Revenue accounts.

Profit and Loss Statement
Shows the profit (or loss) of your business for the fiscal year/ selected period, and explains the
change in the company’s value.

Dates

Selected period

Drawers/ Type

All Profit and Loss Accounts:
The last 5 drawers: Revenues, Cost of Sales, Expenses,
Financing, and Other Revenues and Expenses

Calculation

The balances of the Expense accounts will be subtracted from the
balances of the Revenue accounts to come up with the profit or
the loss for the fiscal year/ selected period.

Example of documents and
accounts affecting the report

A/R Invoice - Income account.
A/P Invoice - Expense account.
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And here are some examples of documents and their related accounts which affect the report:
 The income account in an A/R Invoice.
 And the expense account in an A/P Invoice.
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Advanced Reflection Question

▪

The Balance Sheet calculation is:

Total Assets = Total Liabilities + Equity.

▪

How is the calculation balanced if the report considers only the
Balance Sheet accounts?
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Here is a question for those of you with accounting backgrounds:
The Balance Sheet calculation is: Total Assets equals Total Liabilities plus Equity.
How is the calculation balanced if the report considers only the Balance Sheet accounts?
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Answer

Balance Sheet Accounts
Asset
Accounts

Liability
Equity
Accounts Accounts

Balance Sheet

Assets

Liabilities
Equity

Profit and Loss Accounts
Revenue
Accounts

Expense
Accounts

Profit & Loss Statement

Revenue
- Expenses
= Profit/Loss
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The profit or loss accumulator is included in the Balance Sheet report and will either increase or
decrease the Equity on the balance sheet.
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Summary (1/2)
Here are some key points:
In the General Ledger you distinguish between:

• Balance Sheet Accounts, and
• Income Statement Accounts, which are also called
Profit and Loss Accounts.

The different financial reports run on:

• The account balances.

The financial reports present the account balances
according to:

• A selected date or date range
• Their drawer, level and type.

The balance sheet report is based on:
And presents:

•
•
•
•
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The balance sheet accounts.
The company’s value.
Total Assets = Total Liabilities + Equity.
Also: Relative percentage of each balance
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Here are some key points to take away:
In the General Ledger, you distinguish between Balance Sheet Accounts and Income Statement
Accounts, which are also called Profit and Loss Accounts.
The different financial reports run on the account balances.
The financial reports present the account balances according to a selected date or range and their
drawer, level and type.
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Summary (2/2)

The profit and loss statement is based
on:
And presents:

• All profit and loss accounts.
• The profit (or loss) of your business.
• Profit or the loss for the selected period =
The balances of the Revenue accounts
- The balances of the Expense accounts

The trial balance is based on:
And presents:

• All account types.
• A summary of all accounts and/or business partner balances.
• For each account: total debit and credit amounts,
and the ending balance.
• For the entire report: if the trial balance includes all the accounts
in a complete period, the total report balance = 0
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The balance sheet report is based on the balance sheet accounts. It presents the company’s value
using the formula: Total Assets = Total Liabilities + Equity. The report displays the relative percentage
of each balance.
The profit and loss statement is based on all profit and loss accounts. It presents the profit or loss of
your business. The profit or loss for the selected period equals the difference between the balances of
the revenue accounts and the balances of the expense accounts.
The trial balance is based on all account types. This report presents a summary of all accounts and/or
business partner balances. For each account, the report shows the total debit and credit amounts and
the ending balance. If the trial balance includes all the accounts in a complete period, the report
balance will be zero.

Aging Reports
SAP Business One Version 9.3

PUBLIC

PUBLIC

▪ Welcome to the Aging Reports topic.
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Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Generate the Aging report for both customers and vendors and interpret typical report
data.
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At the end of this topic, you will be able to generate the Aging report for both customers and vendors
and interpret typical report data.

Business Scenario

▪

Maria the accountant at OEC Computers asks for a tool that can help her monitor customer
debts.

▪

She also needs to monitor the company’s debt to vendors.

▪

You introduce her with the Aging reports:
▪

The Customer Receivables Aging – enables active tracking of the open balances of
customers (debts).

▪

The Vendor Liabilities Aging - enables active tracking of the open balances of
vendors (The company’s debt).
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Maria the accountant at OEC Computers asks for a tool that can help her monitor customer debts.
She also needs to monitor the company’s debt to vendors.
You introduce her with the Aging reports:
▪

The Customer Receivables Aging – enables active tracking of the open balances of customers
(debts).

▪

The Vendor Liabilities Aging - enables active tracking of the open balances of vendors (The
company’s debt).

Reflection Questions
▪

What kind of definition related to business partners can influence the company’s cash
flow?

▪

How can you improve the company cashflow and make it more steady?

▪

Which report can help you achieve this purpose?
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•

The sales process affects the cash status of the business.

•

What kind of definition related to business partners can influence the company’s cash flow?

•

How can you improve the company cashflow and make it more steady?

•

Which report can help you achieve this purpose?
Some background to this question: even when it is profitable, a company can go bankrupt due to
cash flow problems. Keeping a positive cash flow is crucial.

•

211

Answers

▪ The Payment Terms defined for customers set the default due date of the
sales invoices.

▪ Spot late payments customers using the Customer Receivables Aging
and adjust their payment terms accordingly.
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The company can improve the Cash Flow results by:
• Defining the appropriate payment terms for each customer. Payment terms are set for each
business partner in the Business Partner Master Data on the Payment Terms tab.
• Payment terms influence sales documents’ due dates and expected payments. You can set
default payment terms for customers and vendors in System Initialization, under General
Settings on the BP tab. The default payment terms are used when you set up a new customer,
but you can adjust the payment terms in a customer master to reflect the payment risk involved
with that particular customer.
• Monitor the credit-worthiness of your customers in the Customer Receivables Aging report. The
Customer Receivables Aging report is the monetary controller of the Sales-A/R module.
• Let us take a deeper look at what the customer receivables aging report shows us.

Aging Reports
Customer Receivables Aging

Due
Date

Customer

Document

Funtech

A/R Invoice

1,000

A/R Invoice

20,000

A/R Invoice

Surf O’bello
Microchips

Balance Due

Future
Remit

Aging Intervals

0-30

31-45

46-75

76-100

1,000
20,000

500

500
)750)

A/R Credit memo

(750)

A/R Invoice

3,100

A/R Invoice

1,500

A/R Invoice

270

A/R Invoice

4,700

A/R Invoice

11,000

11,000

41,320

31,000

4,100

5,200

750

270

100%

75.02%

9.92%

12.58%

1.82%

0.65%

The money owed to a company and how long it
has been owed 
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3,100
1,500
270
4,700
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The Customer Receivables Aging report shows all open transaction (unreconciled) of customers,
typically A/R invoices, and how long it is overdue.
This is a key report for monitoring customers’ debt as well as evaluating the credit quality of customers.
You can find the aging reports in the Financials module. From the Financial Reports menu choose
Accounting and then Aging.
The report can be expanded to show each transaction (as shown in the image) or collapsed to show
aggregated amounts per customer.
A similar aging report with the same structure exists for vendors. When Maria wants to see open A/P
invoices for vendors, she generate the Vendor Liabilities Aging report.
After generating the aging report, either for customers or for vendors, you can e-mail the respective
aging data to the relevant business partners.

Aging Reports
Customer Receivables Aging

Due
Date

Customer

Document

Funtech

A/R Invoice

1,000

A/R Invoice

20,000

A/R Invoice

Surf O’bello
Microchips

Balance Due

Aging
date
Future
Remit

Aging Intervals

0-30

31-45

46-75

76-100

1,000
20,000

500

500
)750)

A/R Credit memo

(750)

A/R Invoice

3,100

A/R Invoice

1,500

A/R Invoice

270

A/R Invoice

4,700

A/R Invoice

11,000

11,000

41,320

31,000

4,100

5,200

750

270

100%

75.02%

9.92%

12.58%

1.82%

0.65%

The money owed to a company and how long it
has been owed 
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3,100
1,500
270
4,700
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You can specify an aging date after which the due dates are to be calculated. You can also specify
intervals in days, months or periods, for grouping receivables by how old they are.
As you can see in the graphic, this report gives you a quick look at how overdue your invoices are. At
the bottom of the report, you can see the percentages of overdue invoices in each aging interval.
Look at the image. The first row represents an invoice with a balance due of 1,000. This invoice is up to
30 days later than the aging the aging date that was set for the report.
The due date of the second invoice, for 20,000 is earlier than the aging date and therefore the amount
appears in the Future Remit column.
The due date of the third invoice for the amount of 500 is 30 days to 45 days pass the defined aging
date.
As the report can display all open transactions of the business partner, Credit memo, incoming
payments and journal entries are also displayed in the report.
In the image there is one credit memo for Funtec. The amount is displayed in brackets since it is a
customer credit amount.

Customer – Vendor Connection in the Aging Report
Customer Receivables Aging

Customer

Connected BP

Document

Due
Date

Balance Due

Future
Remit

Aging Intervals

0-30

A/R Invoice

1,000

A/R Invoice

20,000

A/R Invoice

500

A/R Credit
memo

(750)

Funtech Vendor

A/P Invoice

(500)

(500)

Funtech Vendor

A/P Invoice

(200)

(200)

Funtech
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31-45

46-75

1,000
20,000

500
(750)

19,050

20,000

(700)

500

(750)

100%

104.99%

-3.67%

2.62%

-3.94%
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You can display connected vendor data in the Customer Receivables Aging and connected customer
data in the Vendor Liabilities Aging. To do so, check the Consider Connected Vendors/Customers box
on the selection criteria initial window.
A connected customer or vendor is used when a business partner is both customer and vendor.
Remember that there is one business partner master data for the customer and one for the vendor.
Refer Please refer to the Customers and Customer Groups course topic to learn how to connect a
customer to a vendor.
Once the two business partners are connected, you can clear open debts of the customer with the
open debts for the vendor.
In the image you can see both A/R invoices for Funtech the customer and A/P invoices for Funtech the
vendor. The total balance due took into consideration the A/P invoices amount .

Summary

Here are some key points:
The Customer Receivables Aging report shows:

• Open transaction (unreconciled) of customers, typically A/R
invoices, and how long it is overdue.

You can specify:

• An aging date after which the due dates are to be calculated.
• Period Intervals in which overdue items are to be grouped.

The Vendor Liabilities Aging report:

• Shows open transactions of vendors, typically A/P invoices
and their age.
• Has the same report structures as the Customer Receivables
Aging.

For connected business partners you can
display:

• A connected vendor open transactions in the Customer
Receivables Aging report.
• A connected customer open transactions in the Vendor
Liabilities Aging report.
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Here are some key points to take away:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Customer Receivables Aging report shows open transaction (unreconciled) of customers,
typically A/R invoices, and how long it is overdue.
You can specify:
An aging date after which the due dates are to be calculated.
Period Intervals in which overdue items are to be grouped.
The Vendor Liabilities Aging report:
Shows open transactions of vendors, typically A/P invoices and their age.
Has the same report structures as the Customer Receivables Aging.
For connected business partners you can display:
A connected vendor open transactions in the Customer Receivables Aging report.
A connected customer open transactions in the Vendor Liabilities Aging report.

Cash Flow Report
SAP Business One Version 9.3

PUBLIC

PUBLIC

▪ Welcome to the Cash Flow report topic.
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Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Generate the Cash Flow reports and interpret typical report data.

▪

Discuss the effect of standard processes in SAP Business One on the Cash Flow
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At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Generate the Cash Flow reports and interpret typical report data.

▪

Discuss the effect of standard processes in SAP Business One on the Cash Flow
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Business Scenario

▪

Maria, the accountant at OEC computers, wants to better control their cash account
balances and to forecast expected incoming and outgoing payments.

▪

You introduce her to the Cash Flow and the Cashflow Forecast reports, which enable
controlling of the monetary status of the company.
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Maria, the accountant at OEC computers, wants to better control their cash account balances and to
forecast expected incoming and outgoing payments.
You introduce her to the Cash Flow and the Cashflow Forecast reports, which enable controlling of
the monetary status of the company.

Cash Flow Components
Components:
Cash

The cash flow is a forecast report

Credit Card Vouchers

that displays expected incoming

Checks Received

and outgoing cash transactions

Customer Liabilities
Debts to Vendors
Customer Forecast
Vendor Forecast
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Cash flow is a forecast report –
You can find the Cash Flow report in the Financial Reports menu of the Financials module.
The report provides information about the liquidity of your business that goes beyond the scope of a
profit and loss statement.
It displays the balance sheet accounts, which reflect the monetary value of the company.
The cash flow report in SAP Business One lists the totals and balances of both the accounts that
represent cash holdings and the accounts that expect a cash flow in the future (either incoming or
outgoing) for the time interval you have requested. In the image, you can see the list of these cash flow
components.

Cash Flow Components and Security Level
Components:
Cash

Highest security level

Credit Card Vouchers
Checks Received
Customer Liabilities
Debts to Vendors
Customer Forecast
Vendor Forecast
Lowest security level
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▪ A security level is the level of probability that the transaction will turn to cash (incoming and
outgoing). The probability that a cash flow transaction can be expected varies considerably. For this
reason, each component balance has a different security level.
▪ Look at the image. The cash flow components are ordered by security levels:
• The most certain transactions are derived from cash accounts, such as bank accounts
• Then the credit card vouchers and checks received
• The next level is Customer Liabilities (e.g. A/R Invoices) and Debts to Vendor (e.g. A/P Invoices)
• The lowest security level is the customer and vendor forecast. The customer and vendor
forecasts represent the open documents, such as sales and purchasing orders and draft
documents.

Cash Flow Report Structure
Time range: Next Month
Within one time interval - week:
Security Level

Due Date
(In the future)

Document

Account

Cash Accounts

-------

Payments to vendor
(Bank transfer)

House Bank

Credit Cards/ Checks

-------

Incoming Payments

Credit Card
Clearing acc.

10,000

Customer Liabilities

-------

A/R Invoices

Customer acc.

2,000

Debts to Vendors

-------

A/P Invoices

Vendor

3,000

Vendor Forecast

-------

Purchase Orders

Vendor

1,000

Cumulative Balance within the time interval:
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Debit

Credit
5,000

3,000
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The Cash Flow runs according to:
• Open transactions – not reconciled (with the option to display fully reconciled postings).
• The transaction Due Date.
The Cash Flow is displayed according to:
• Time Intervals (days, weeks, months etc.)
• Security levels
The report lists all time intervals within the date range of the report. Each interval lists the expected
transactions (in the future) according to their security level.
In the image, you can see an illustration of one time interval within the cashflow report.
Different transactions are displayed according to their security levels.
Note that there may be several transactions within a security level.

Report Options on the Selection Criteria Window
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On the Cash Flow Selection Criteria window, you can add to the cash flow:
• Recurring transactions, which appear in green in the report
• Open journal vouchers, which are displayed in blue in the report
• Marketing documents that do not create journal entries, such as sales order and draft
documents.
• You can also add approved blanket agreements to the report calculation.
In the Include Projected Postings table, specify future transactions that have not been recorded yet in
SAP Business One, such as the purchase of a new car for the business, designated to be executed
next month. The report displays the additional transactions in green.
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Cash Flow Forecast Report
Configuration
data
Adjust security level and
components in each level

Drag the
borders to
adjust the
desired time
range
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Another way of presenting the company cash flow data is the Cash Flow Forecast report. This is a
quick, easy to use, graphical tool that generates the report instantly.
Adjusting the time range or changing any configuration data will regenerate the report and graph on the
spot.
The bar graph shows incoming amounts in blue and outgoing amounts in green. The line graph shows
net and accumulated amounts.
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Statement of Cash Flow

▪ The Statement of Cash Flow is a legal document required in many localizations.
▪ Configure initial settings and set defaults in the General Settings window on the Cash Flow tab.
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The Statement of Cash Flow is another report and a legal document that is required by many
localizations – just like the profit and loss statement and the balance sheet.
You need to configure initial settings on the General Settings window and set defaults for assigning
transactions to relevant items in the Statement of Cash Flow.
For more details on how to configure the Statement of Cash Flow, refer to the online help.

Summary
Here are some key points:
Cash flow is a:

• Forecast report which reflects the monetary value of the company.

The Cash Flow runs according to:

• Open transactions – not reconciled.
• Transactions Due Date.

The Cash Flow displays balances
of:

• Cash holdings (for example cash received in the bank).
• Expected cash flow in the future (for example future incoming
payments and open invoices).

The system assigns the balances
to:

• Various security levels - the level of certainty. For example:
─Cash holdings belong to the first level - Cash accounts.
─Expected incoming payments from open invoices belong to the forth
level - Customer Liabilities.

The Cashflow Forecast report is:

A tool that enables generating quick and graphical cash flow report

The Statement of Cash Flow is:

Another report and a required legal document in many localizations.
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▪
▪
▪
▪

Here are some key points to take away:
Cash flow is a forecast report which reflects the monetary value of the company.
The cash flow runs based on open transactions (not reconciled) and the transactions’ due dates.
The cash flow report displays balances of cash holdings (such as cash in the bank) and expected
cash flow in the future (such as future incoming payments and open invoices).
▪ The system assigns the balances to various security levels based on the level of certainty. For
example, cash holdings belong to the first level (cash accounts), while expected incoming payments
from open invoices belong to the forth level - Customer Liabilities.
▪ The cashflow forecast report is a tool that lets you generate a quick, graphical cash flow report.
▪ The Statement of Cash Flow is another report and a required legal document in some localizations.
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Dunning Letters
SAP Business One Version 9.3

PUBLIC

PUBLIC

▪ Welcome to the Dunning Letters topic.
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Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Run the Dunning wizard to generated dunning letters.
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At the end of this topic, you will be able to:

▪

Run the Dunning wizard to generated dunning letters.
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Business Scenario

▪

Maria tells you that controlling customer receivable status and minimizing payment
delays is crucial.

▪

You introduce her with the Dunning process that enables sending reminder and
warning letters for open A/R Invoices.
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▪
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Maria tells you that controlling customer receivable status and minimizing payment delays is
crucial.

▪

You introduce her with the Dunning process that enables sending reminder and warning letters

for open A/R Invoices.

Reflection Question

▪

What proactive steps can OEC Computers take to improve the company’s cash flow?

▪

What kind of options does a company have to ensure timely payments?

▪

How can they prevent “bad debts”?
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What proactive steps can OEC Computers take to improve the Cash Flow Results?
What kind of options does a company have to ensure timely payments?
How can they prevent “bad debts”?
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Answer – Dunning Letters

▪

A complementary tool to enhance a positive cash flow will be to:
▪ Send debtor statements for outstanding debts.
▪ Charge the customer for interest and dunning fees for delayed payment.
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To enhance a positive cash flow the first step will be to send debtor statements for outstanding debts.
This statement can be printed out from the aging report.
Once the customer’s debt is overdue the next level of debt collection would be charging the customer
interest and dunning fees.
The company should activate a multilevel collection process, using the telephone, E-mail or printed
reminders, for the remiss customer. This is done by the Dunning process.

Dunning Wizard
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SAP Business One provides a dunning wizard for producing reminder letters.
The Dunning Wizard enables you to create and send letters to customers that have not paid their open
invoices within a given time range and reminds them of their overdue payments.
Go to Sales A/R  Dunning Wizard.
The dunning wizard runs through all the customers, checks all outstanding A/R invoices and
transactions that represent debt, and enables you to print and send, or e-mail reminder letters of
different levels of severity.
 In addition, service invoices are created automatically for interest and dunning fees during the
dunning wizard run.
 This way, dunning interest and fees are reflected in the business partner account balance.
 For this purpose you need to configure the Dunning system.

Configuring the Dunning System (1/3)
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To configure the dunning system, go to the Administration module. In the Setup menu, choose the
Business Partners sub-menu and then the Dunning Terms option.
In each dunning term, you can define multiple levels of dunning letters. This definition will set the
automatic creation of dunning letters.
For each level, you can define when to send the letter, how much fee to charge per letter, and whether
to charge interest or not.
A best practice would be to make each level more severe.
Let us examine the example shown in the image:
•
In the first dunning letter, the Effective After field states the value 30. This means that 30 days
after the due date of the open invoice, dunning letter 01 will be recommended for issue.
•
Dunning letter 02 will be issued 10 days after dunning letter 01 was issued.
•
Dunning letter 03 will be issued 10 days after dunning letter 02 was issued.
•
You can also see that every letter will invoice the customer a fee of 5, plus an interest amount.

Configurung the Dunning System (2/3)
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When you select at least one interest option in one of the levels, the Bank Interest % section appears
at the bottom with the relevant fields for you to define.
In the Annual Interest Rate field define the rate to be used in calculations in the dunning letter.
In the Automatic Posting field, specify whether to automatically post interest and fee, interest only, or
fee only when creating a dunning letter for a customer. If you choose to automatically post interest
and/or fee, a service invoice is created in the dunning run that posts the interest and/or fee.
To enable this, accounts for posting interest and fee must be specified. The default accounts are taken
from the G/L account determination. However, you can change this setting by choosing the browse
icon and specifying different accounts.
You can also choose not to post any interest or fee.
You can edit the default dunning letters in the Report and Layout Manager which is found in the
General Setup area of the Administration module.

Configuring the Dunning System (3/3)
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Each customer must be assigned a dunning term. It is possible to set up a default dunning term for
new customers on the BP tab in the General Settings.
The dunning term will appear in the customer master data record on the Payment Terms tab.
Once a dunning term is selected for the business partner, the Automatic Posting field appears. The
value in this field is taken from the definition in the Dunning Terms – Setup window but can be changed
for each customer.
Now you can run the Dunning Wizard to view delinquent customers and send dunning notices, as well
as service invoices for interest and dunning fees.
After running the Dunning Wizard, you can also track the last level of dunning letters in the Accounting
tab of the master data.

Connected Vendors in the Dunning Wizard
Check this box when selecting
customers in the wizard
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SAP Business One can display open transactions of connected vendors in the dunning wizard
recommendation report.
When Maria, the accountant, runs the dunning wizard, she also considers the debts of OEC Computers
to connected vendors, before sending dunning letters.
Look at the image. This is a recommendation report for the business partner Maxi Teq, which is both a
customer and vendor of OEC Computers. The customer and the vendor master data are connected.
Therefore the recommendation report displays the open transactions of Maxi Teq the vendor as well.
Note that to display transactions of connected vendors, you have to check the Consider Connected
Vendors box while running the wizard.
Also note that the open balance of vendors and the open balance of customers are displayed
separately and thus do not affect any customer dunning calculation or the content of letters.
To learn more about connected business partners, refer to the Customers and Customer Groups
topic.
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Summary
Here are some key points:
The dunning wizard runs through:

• All the customers and checks all outstanding A/R invoices and
transactions that represent debt.

The dunning wizard enables you to:

• E-mail or print and send reminder letters with different levels of
severity.
• Automatically create service invoices for interest and dunning
fees.
• View connected vendors open transactions.

In the Dunning Terms window you set:

• The dunning letter levels.
• The fee and interest for each level.
• Interest level and G/L account for creating the automatic
invoices.

In the Business master data you can:

• Configure and monitor dunning information of a customer.
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Here are some key points to take away:
•
The dunning wizard runs through all customers and checks all outstanding A/R invoices and
transactions that represent debt.
•
The dunning wizard enables you to:
•
E-mail or print and send reminder letters with different levels of severity.
•
Automatically create service invoices for interest and dunning fees.
•
View connected vendors open transactions.
•
In the Dunning Terms window you set:
•
The dunning letter levels.
•
The fees and interest for each level.
•
Interest level and G/L account for creating the automatic invoices.
•
In the business master data, you can configure and monitor dunning information of a customer.

Fixed Assets - Introduction
SAP Business One, Version 9.3

PUBLIC

▪ Welcome to the fixed assets – introduction topic.
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Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
 Explain the process of managing fixed asset items.
 Recognize key terms in the Fixed Assets solution.
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▪ After completing this topic, you will be able to:
▪

Explain the process of managing fixed asset items.

▪

Recognize key terms in the Fixed Assets solution.
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Business Scenario

OEC Computers utilizes a small fleet of delivery trucks.
Therefore, they own a few trucks.

Bryce, the accountant, wants to have
the option to manage and monitor
the trucks’ value.
You tell him about the Fixed Assets
solution in SAP Business One.

OEC Computers
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▪ Let us look at a business example:
▪ OEC Computers utilizes a small fleet of delivery trucks.
▪ Therefore, they own a few trucks.
▪ Bryce, the accountant, wants to have the option to manage and monitor the trucks’ value.
▪ You tell him about the Fixed Assets solution in SAP Business One.
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Enable the Fixed Assets Solution

▪ Administration  System Initialization  Company Details
 Basic Initialization
▪ Check the Enable Fixed Assets box:
New windows and fields will be available for the user:
– Administration  Setup  Financials  Fixed Assets.
– Financials  Fixed Assets.
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▪ Let us start by reviewing the sub-menu and windows in SAP Business One.
▪ To enable the fixed asset solution go to the Basic Initialization tab in Company Details window.
▪ Select the Enable Fixed Assets checkbox.
▪ Once the user checks the box, the Fixed Assets functionality will be activated and new windows and
fields will be available under Administration  Setup  Financials  Fixed Assets.
▪ And under Financials  Fixed Assets.
▪ In this Fixed Assets sub-menu you can find the Asset Master Data window.
▪ This window is very similar to the Item Master Data window, but with the addition of the Fixed
Assets Item Type and the Fixed Assets tab.
▪ Once the solution is activated, you cannot deactivate it.
▪ Note that you need to make decisions about legal and industry requirements together with the client
accountant.

The Life Cycle of an Asset Mater Data in SAP Business One
Definition

Define an Asset
Master Data

Activation

Depreciation

Issue an A/P Invoice/ Depreciation Run/
Capitalization
Manual Depreciation
document

Adjustments

Fixed Asset Transfer/ A/R Invoice/
Revaluation/
Retirement
Appreciation
document

OEC Computers

Item Type:
Fixed Assets

Retirement

OEC Computers

A/P Invoice
automatically
generates a
Capitalization doc
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Depreciation Run
posts all planned
depreciations

If A/R Invoice,
check Sales Item

 Fixed Assets Sub Ledger
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▪ Let us review the life cycle of a fixed asset item in SAP Business One from purchasing through
capitalization, then depreciation and until zero net book value.
▪ This is the process at a glance. In the next slides, we will talk more about the different steps.
▪ The first step is set up a fixed asset in the Fixed Assets Master Data window. This window allows you to
define and manage all fixed assets item types. In our example, we will set up a fixed asset record for a
new truck that OEC Computers purchased at the beginning of the fiscal year.
▪ An Asset Master Data record is activated when the user purchases a fixed asset using an A/P Invoice.
The A/P Invoice automatically generates a Capitalization document.
▪ The user can choose whether to generate the Capitalization document directly, or to automatically
generate it from the A/P Invoice.
▪ When a user executes a depreciation run, the system carries out the depreciation planned up to the
specified date.
▪ Additional fixed assets documents support the need for adjustments, if necessary, during the life cycle of
a Fixed Assets item type: Fixed Asset Transfers, Revaluation, or Appreciation of an asset.
▪ In order to decide which of the adjustment documents to use, you need to verify, together with the client
accountant, what the legal and industry requirements are.

▪ And finally, the user can retire a fixed asset using an A/R invoice. The A/R Invoice automatically
generates a Retirement document.
▪ In order to retire the asset on an A/R invoice, the user should mark the Asset Master Data record as a
Sales Item.
▪ All transactions are registered to the fixed assets sub-ledger and can be followed in the various
dedicated reports.

The Life Cycle of an Asset Mater Data – Terminology Context
Definition

Define an Asset
Master Data

Activation

Depreciation

Issue an A/P Invoice/ Depreciation Run/
Capitalization
Manual Depreciation
document

Adjustments

Fixed Asset Transfer/ A/R Invoice/
Revaluation/
Retirement
Appreciation
document

OEC Computers

• Useful Life =
36 months

Retirement

OEC Computers

• Capitalization
• Acquisition and
Production Costs
Asset = 6000
• Value Date = 1st of
January
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• Depreciation =
2000 a year
• Net Book Value =
4000 after
1 year

 Fixed Assets Sub Ledger

• Full Retirement
= 0 value
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▪ Let us look at the life cycle of an asset master data with reference to standard accounting
terminology. The terminology is highlighted in blue in the slide.
▪ In our example, when we define the new truck that OEC Computers purchased, we define the
asset’s Useful Life. An asset’s useful life is the period during which an asset is expected to be
usable for the purpose for which it was acquired. Useful life may, or may not, correspond with the
asset's actual physical life, or economic life. Before the end of an asset’s useful life, the asset
should be written off completely. We define this truck’s useful life as 36 months.
▪ The Asset Master Data record is activated when the user purchases a fixed asset using an A/P
Invoice. The A/P Invoice automatically generates a Capitalization document.
▪ Capitalization is the process of recording an acquisition and production cost as a fixed asset.
The acquisition value of the truck is 6000.
▪ The Asset Value Date sets the Capitalization Date in the Asset Master Data.
▪ In the A/P Invoice, the Asset Value Date (under the Accounting tab) is set by default to be the same
as the A/P Invoice posting date. This date can be changed before adding the A/P Invoice to update
the Asset Value Date in the Capitalization document. For the truck we enter the 1st of January.
▪ Each period the company calculates the Depreciation on the asset. Depreciation is the reduction in
the book value of an asset over its useful life for both tax and accounting purposes. Depreciation
would be included in the company expenses. The truck is planned to reduce its value by 2000 each
year.
▪ During the asset’s useful life, the system calculates the item’s Net Book Value. The net book is the
calculated value of an asset using the historical cost of the asset minus any accumulated
depreciation. So in our case, after the first year the truck’s value will be 4000.
▪ Retirement is the removal of an asset or part of an asset from the asset portfolio.
▪ There are two ways to retire a fixed asset: by A/R invoice if you are selling the asset or by a
Retirement document if there is no customer involved and you need to write off the fixed asset. After
the asset is fully retired, its value in the asset balance sheet account, in the Fixed Assets Sub
Ledger, will be registered as zero.
▪ Note, that in the Retirement document there is an option for a partial retirement. In this case, the
asset will hold the remaining value until the end of the item useful life.

Fixed Assets Definition
OEC Computers

Item Type:
Fixed Assets

Code:
Heavy Vehicles

Depreciation
Area
Main
Depreciation
Area: GAAP

Truck
Asset
Class

Account
Determination

Code:

Depreciation
Type

Method:
Straight Line

Heavy Vehicles
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▪ Let us look at our example. We have the new truck that OEC Computers purchased at the
beginning of the fiscal year. Which definitions are required to manage the asset life cycle?
▪ First, we define this truck as an Asset Master Data.
▪ Then, we attach a set of definitions relevant to this kind of asset to the asset master data. In our
example we use the Heavy Vehicles set of definitions.
▪ The main definition in the Asset Master Data is the Asset Class which includes the association to
the other definitions: Depreciation Area, Account Determination and Depreciation Type.
▪ Each fixed asset will be assigned to one asset class. In our example, the Truck belongs to the
Heavy Vehicles asset class.
▪ Each asset class includes the default definition of the other settings.
▪ The Depreciation Area is a financial dimension showing the valuation of the asset for a given
purpose, for example: book depreciation, tax depreciation, or depreciation for cost accounting.
▪ You need to define one depreciation area as the main area.
▪ In our example, the main area is GAAP that is, Local Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
▪ The user can define an additional area if necessary. In our example, we define the IFRS as the
additional area that is, International Financial Reporting Standards.
▪ The main depreciation area (GAAP in our example) posts transactions to the system.
▪ The additional area (IFRS in our example) can be used for reports.
▪ The Account Determination definition enables the system to automatically select the relevant G/L
accounts for assets accounting.
▪ The Depreciation Type classifies the depreciation based on the reason for the value adjustment.
Including the option to define the method for the value calculation. In our example we choose the
Straight Line method.

Asset Master Data
OEC Computers
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▪ Once you attach the Asset Class to the Asset Master Data window all related definitions will apply to
the selected asset.
▪ In the example shown, you can see that the Depreciation Areas and the Depreciation Types defined
for the Heavy Vehicles Asset Class apply to the Asset Master Data record displayed.
▪ You can follow the process of managing an asset by using the different sub-tabs in the Asset Master
Data. Besides the Overview tab, there are tabs for values, depreciation, cost accounting and
Attributes.

Fixed Assets Activation

A/P Invoice
Debit

Acquisition
Clearing Account

2000

Debit

Credit
2000

Vendor

Capitalization

2000

Acquisition
Clearing Account
Asset Balance
Sheet Account

Credit

2000
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▪ The user can purchase a fixed asset using an A/P Invoice. The A/P Invoice automatically generates
the Capitalization document.
▪ The user can choose whether to generate the Capitalization document directly, or to automatically
generate it from the A/P Invoice.
▪ In both options the Asset Master Data is activated.
▪ The graphic shows the automatic journal entries created during the process with the associated
accounts.
▪ If a vendor is not involved, then the user can generate a Capitalization document directly. In this
case, only the Capitalization journal entry will be created and therefore the clearing account will
appear as an obligation in the Balance Sheet.
▪ Remember that the accounts are derived from the definition in the Asset Master Data.
▪ Note that the Asset Value Date is set by default to be the same as the A/P Invoice Posting Date.
This date can be changed before adding the A/P Invoice to update the Capitalization Asset Value
Date.

Fixed Assets Depreciation
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▪ Depreciation is used to write off the cost of an asset over its useful lifetime.
▪ It represents the reduction in the book value of an asset for both tax and accounting purposes.
▪ Depreciation would be included within the company expenses.
▪ The system predicts the yearly expected depreciation rate according to the Asset Master Data
definitions (that is Asset Class, Depreciation Area, Account Determination and Depreciation Type).
▪ You can view this information in the Asset Master Data and in the Asset Depreciation Forecast
Report.

Depreciation Run
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▪ The user can execute the Depreciation Run option to update the asset’s value with the actual
depreciation.
▪ Only when you execute a depreciation run does the system carry out all depreciation planned up to
a specified date.
▪ In order to trigger the posting of a planned depreciation it is usually sufficient to start one
depreciation run for several posting periods. However, it is possible to execute several depreciation
runs for the same depreciation period.
▪ A depreciation run can be repeated as often as necessary, provided no depreciation run has been
executed for the following periods. A repeat depreciation run may be necessary, if the asset values
have changed once again after posting planned depreciation. When repeating a depreciation run,
only the value differences to the postings of the last depreciation run are considered.
▪ Note!
▪ In the example shown, we use the indirect depreciation, the system uses the accumulated
depreciation account to post the depreciation. The asset balance sheet account is affected only
when the asset is purchased or retired.
▪ In direct posting method for depreciation, the system posts the depreciation directly to the asset
balance sheet account specified for the asset.

Fixed Assets Retirement

A/R Invoice
Debit
Customer

Revenue
Clearing Account
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Retirement
Debit

Credit

1000

Revenue
Clearing Account
1000

Asset Balance
Sheet Account

Credit

1000

1000
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▪ There are two ways to retire a fixed asset: by A/R invoice if you are selling the asset or by a
Retirement document if there is no customer involved.
▪ In case the company sells the asset at the end of its useful life (or before), the user can retire the
item using an A/R invoice.
▪ The A/R Invoice automatically generates a Retirement document.
▪ A Retirement document can be issued directly in case a customer is not involved and you need to
write off the fixed asset.
▪ In this case, different accounts will be involved in the journal entry attached to the Retirement
document.
▪ If you use the A/R Invoice option, make sure you define the Assets Master Data as a Sales Item.
▪ Now, the Net Book Value of the Asset Master Data is set to zero.
▪ Note, that in the Retirement document there is an option for a partial retirement. In this case, the
asset will hold the remaining value until the end of the item useful life.

Asset History Sheet

The Asset History Sheet report:
 Can be issued for all fixed assets,
 Displays all posted asset transactions in a fiscal year,
 Presents the assets for each Balance Sheet account.
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▪ The Asset History Sheet is the most important supplement to the balance sheet from the fixed
assets point of view.
▪ The report can be issued for all fixed assets.
▪ It displays all posted asset transactions in a fiscal year and presents the assets for each Balance
Sheet account.

Summary (1/2)
Here are some key points to take away:
The main definition in the Asset Master
Data is:

• The Asset Class which includes the association
to the other definitions: Depreciation Area,
Account Determination and Depreciation Type.

The asset master data is activated when: • The user purchases a fixed asset using an A/P
Invoice.
• The A/P Invoice automatically generates the
Capitalization document.
• The user can generate the Capitalization
document directly.
Depreciation is:

• Used to write off the cost of an asset over its
useful lifetime.
• Included within the company expenses.
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▪ Here are some key points to take away:
▪ The main definition in the Asset Master Data is the Asset Class which includes the association to
the other definitions for Depreciation Area, Account Determination and Depreciation Type.
▪ The asset master data record is activated when a user purchases a fixed asset using an A/P
invoice. The A/P invoice automatically generates the Capitalization document. A user also has
the option to generate the Capitalization document directly.
▪ Depreciation is used to write off the cost of an asset over its useful life. Depreciation is included
as a company expense.

Summary (2/2)

The Depreciation Run option:

• Carries out all depreciation planned up to the a
specified date.
• Updates the asset master data value with the
actual depreciation.

A fixed asset is retired by:

• An A/R invoice if you are selling the asset, or
• By a Retirement document if there is no
customer involved.
• The A/R Invoice automatically generates a
Retirement document which sets the net book
value of the asset to zero.

The Asset History Sheet displays:

• All posted asset transactions in a fiscal year.
• The assets for each Balance Sheet account.
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▪ The Depreciation Run option carries out all depreciation planned up to a specified date and updates
the asset master data value with the actual depreciation.
▪ A fixed asset is retired by an A/R invoice if you are selling the asset, or by a Retirement document if
there is no customer involved. The A/R Invoice automatically generates a Retirement document
which sets the net book value of the asset to zero.
▪ The Asset History Sheet displays all posted asset transactions in a fiscal year and the assets for
each balance sheet account.

Virtual Fixed Asset
SAP Business One, Version 9.3

PUBLIC

▪ Welcome to the Virtual Fixed Asset topic.
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Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
 Explain the process of managing virtual fixed assets.
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▪ After completing this topic, you will be able to explain the process of managing virtual fixed assets.

Virtual Fixed Asset

Fixed assets with the virtual item function:
– Allows definition of a template item representing the
fixed asset.
– Enables the company to purchase identical fixed
assets in large quantities for internal use.
– Automatically creates the same quantity of asset
master data records, and capitalize them for you.
– Optionally, you can manage serial numbers for the
generated virtual fixed assets.
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▪ When your company needs to purchase identical fixed assets in large quantities for internal use,
create a virtual item representing the fixed asset.
▪ In the A/P Invoice choose this template item and enter a certain quantity in the item row.
▪ Then, SAP Business One automatically creates the same quantity of asset master data records,
and capitalizes them for you.
▪ Using this function can free you from having to manually enter large amounts of repeated
information; hence helping to improve your company’s efficiency in managing fixed assets.

▪ Optionally, you can manage serial numbers for the generated virtual fixed assets.
▪ You can use the virtual item definition for cases where the company purchases identical assets for
office usage, such as laptops, mobile phones or chairs.
▪ Let us see how to work with virtual fixed assets.

Creating a Virtual Fixed Asset
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▪ The virtual Item checkbox is available only if you use numbering series for the asset master data.
▪ Using the numbering series, enables the system to create several new assets when a virtual item is
purchased in a single transaction row.
▪ Note that both master data, that is fixed asset and items, use the same numbering series setup.
▪ Once you define an asset master data as a virtual item, you can start using it as a template for
purchasing a bulk of identical assets.
▪ OEC Computers defined a virtual item for the mobile phones they purchase for their employees.
▪ Selecting the Enforce Serial Numbers box means that when you purchase assets by using virtual
items in A/P invoices, you must specify a serial number for each generated asset.

Capitalizing Virtual Fixed Assets

Without Enforce Serial Numbers
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▪ Virtual items can be capitalized by A/P invoices only.
▪ The quantity of the automatically created asset master data is the same as the quantity you
specified in the A/P invoice (9 in our example).
▪ The item numbers are automatically assigned to newly created asset master data, according to the
rules you have defined for the series used in the master data of the virtual fixed asset.
▪ In our example, when OEC Computers enter a quantity of 9 mobile phones in the A/P Invoice row,
the system automatically creates 9 asset master data, one for each mobile phone.

▪ The information in the asset master data of the virtual fixed asset is copied to the newly created
asset master data, except the Virtual Item checkbox which stays unselected.
▪ The assets created are regular fixed assets with monetary values. The virtual item functions as a
template and therefore will not have any values under the Fixed Assets tab.

Capitalizing Virtual Fixed Assets

Without Enforce Serial Numbers
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▪ A Capitalization document including the created assets is issued automatically as well as a journal
entry against the asset account.
▪ Note that you can include multiple virtual fixed assets in the same A/P invoice, but you cannot
include both virtual fixed assets and normal fixed assets in the same A/P invoice.

Capitalizing Virtual Fixed Assets

Fixed Asset

Inventory item

WITH Enforce Serial Numbers
LT22005541
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LT22005543
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▪ If you chose to enforce serial numbers then you will have to define these numbers when purchasing
the assets in the A/P invoice.
▪ In the A/P invoice, right click and choose the Asset Serial Numbers option. In the Asset Serial
Numbers – Setup window enter serial numbers for each asset purchased through the A/P invoice
row.
▪ The rest of the process is the same as described in the previous slides. The only difference is that
the created asset master data will include the serial number you entered in the A/P Invoice. You can
track the serial number in the asset master data. The A/P Invoice also holds the created serial
numbers and you can view them by right clicking the created A/P invoice.
▪ Note that you cannot define an asset master data as an inventory item and therefore these are not
regular serial numbers. They are asset serial numbers saved in the asset master data for tracking
purposes.

Capitalizing Virtual Fixed Assets – Tip!
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▪ When issuing an A/P invoice, to facilitate spotting a virtual item out of the list of items and fixed
assets, modify the list of items settings and display the Virtual Asset Item field.
▪ To do that, after opening the List of Items window, choose the Form Setting icon from the upper
menu bar to modify the list display.

Summary (1/2)

When your company needs to purchase
identical fixed assets in large quantities for
internal use:

• Create a virtual item representing the fixed asset.
• In the A/P Invoice choose this template item and enter a
certain quantity in the item row (virtual items can be
capitalized by A/P invoices only).

Once you add the A/P invoice with the virtual
item:

• Asset master data records are automatically created in
the same quantity you have specified in the A/P invoice
row.
• A Capitalization document including the created assets
is issued automatically as well as a journal entry against
the asset account.
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▪ When your company needs to purchase identical fixed assets in large quantities for internal use,
create a virtual item representing the fixed asset.
▪ In the A/P Invoice choose this template item and enter a certain quantity in the item row (virtual
items can be capitalized by A/P invoices only).
▪ Once you add the A/P invoice with the virtual item:
▪ Asset master data records are automatically created in the same quantity you have specified in
the A/P invoice row.
▪ A Capitalization document including the created assets is issued automatically as well as a
journal entry against the asset account.

Summary (2/2)

Few facts about virtual fixed assets:
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• The Virtual Item checkbox is available only if you use
numbering series for the asset master data.
• If you chose to enforce serial numbers for an asset
master data, you will have to define these numbers
when purchasing the asset in the A/P invoice.
• You cannot define an asset master data as an
inventory item therefore these are not regular serial
numbers. They are asset serial numbers saved in the
asset master data for tracking purposes.
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▪ Few facts about virtual fixed assets:
▪ The Virtual Item checkbox is available only if you use numbering
series for the asset master data.
▪ If you chose to enforce serial numbers for an asset master data, you
will have to define these numbers when purchasing the asset in the
A/P invoice.
▪ You cannot define an asset master data as an inventory item
therefore these are not regular serial numbers. They are asset serial
numbers saved in the asset master data for tracking purposes.

Cost Accounting
SAP Business One, Version 9.3

PUBLIC

▪

Welcome to the Cost Accounting topic.
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Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪ Describe how to manage cost accounting
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▪ In this topic, we will look at the benefits of using cost accounting and describe how to manage it.

Business Example
You are implementing SAP Business One at a
new customer, OEC Computers.
The company is divided into departments:
▪ Sales
▪ Support
▪ Development

The sales department generates more
revenues than the other departments.
On the other hand, they also have a lot of
expenses: travel, hotel, dinner, conferences,
advertising, bonuses, and so on
How can the accountant of the company find out the bottom line for each department? How
can they issue a profit and loss report for a department?
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▪ Let us look at a business example:
▪ Assuming you are implementing SAP Business One at a company with three departments: sales,
support, and development.
▪ Naturally, the sales department generates more revenue than the other departments. On the
other hand, they also have a lot of expenses: travel, hotel, dinner, conferences, advertising,
bonuses, and so on.
▪ The accountant of the company asks you how they can find out the bottom line for each
department. How can they issue a profit and loss report for a department?

What is Cost Accounting in SAP Business One?
▪ In addition to their regular bookkeeping, many businesses perform expense and revenue
analyses that measure the profitability of each of their business activities or departments.
▪ For this purpose, you define company units for each business activity or department. These
are the cost centers which are used to consolidate the expenses and revenues resulting from
the ongoing activity of the specific organizational unit.
▪ A distribution rule is a cost accounting method used to allocate direct and indirect expenses
and revenues to one or more cost centers. It contains information regarding the portion or the
fixed amounts of the expenses or revenues to be allocated to each cost center.
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Before diving into the cost accounting process, let us review the relevant terminology as it is defined in
SAP Business One.
▪ In addition to their regular bookkeeping, many businesses perform expense and revenue
analyses that measure the profitability of each of their business activities or departments.
▪ For this purpose, you define company units for each business activity or department. These are
the cost centers which are used to consolidate the expenses and revenues resulting from the
ongoing activity of the specific organizational unit.
▪ A distribution rule is a cost accounting method used to allocate direct and indirect expenses and
revenues to one or more cost centers. It contains information regarding the portion or the fixed
amounts of the expenses or revenues to be allocated to each cost center.
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What is Cost Accounting in SAP Business One? Cont.
▪ When working with the cost accounting process, costs submitted to the general ledger are
automatically distributed to the cost centers using the defined distribution rules.
▪ The cost accounting function in SAP Business One enables you to define sets of cost
centers and distribution rules. Generating respective reports provides important cost-related
information. The system collects the data posted to accounts and presents it in different
ways in reports.
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▪ When working with the cost accounting process, costs submitted to the general ledger are
automatically distributed to the cost centers using the defined distribution rules.
▪ The cost accounting function in SAP Business One enables you to define sets of cost centers and
distribution rules. Generating respective reports provides important cost-related information. The
system collects the data posted to accounts and presents it in different ways in reports.
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Cost Centers

Center_z

Cost Centers

Sales

OEC Computers

Support

Development

Sort Code
Admin
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▪ To use the cost accounting functions in SAP Business One, you must define the profit centers or
departments in the company as cost centers. You can then compile a profit and loss statement for
each cost center in every period.
▪ In our example, OEC Computers defined their three departments: sales, support, and development
as cost centers.
▪ You can combine your cost centers into groups by using a sort code.
▪ Choose Financials  Cost Accounting  Cost Centers to define and maintain cost centers.
▪ The system automatically creates a center zero cost center (Center z) that collects the costs and
revenues that cannot be clearly distributed to other cost centers because not enough information is
available. The Center_z cost center can also record costs that are not to be reported in internal cost
accounting. For example, if you want to show only 80% of your rental expenses as costs, you can
assign the remaining 20% to Center_z.

Distribution Rules
Link Between General Ledger and Cost Accounting
Direct Costs and Revenues Allocation
When you create a cost center, the
system automatically creates a
distribution rule with the same name.

Company Car Expenses G/L Account
X

Direct Distribution Rule

Sales

Journal Entry
Journal Entry
Company
CarCosts
Cost amount
1000
Heating
Distr. Rule
Distr. Rule
100%

area

Cost Center 1
Sales
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▪ If you want to include costs submitted to the general ledger in cost accounting automatically, you
should link an account to a distribution rule in the Chart of Accounts.
▪ You can only link accounts with the account type Sales or Expenditure in the chart of accounts.
▪ Distribution rules define how the costs or revenues posted for an account are distributed to the cost
centers.
▪ In everyday work, you post journal entries or marketing documents to a G/L account that is linked to
a distribution rule.
▪ When you create a cost center, the system automatically creates a distribution rule with the same
name. This rule (which cannot be changed) is configured so that the system posts all the costs or
revenues to the relevant cost center. In other words, the system does not split the amounts. You
can use these distribution rules for direct costs and revenues, which you can assign uniquely and in
full to a specific cost center.
▪ For example, in OEC Computers, company car expenses are assigned directly to the Sales cost
center, since only sales employees have company cars.
▪ After linking the car expenses account to the Sales distribution rule, each time you issue an
expense to the company car expense account, the full amount will be allocated directly to the sales
cost center.

Indirect Cost and Revenue Allocation

Indirect Distribution Rule

Total:

Cost Center 1
Sales
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Area
500 (in local area units)

Cost Center 2
Support

Cost Center 3
Development
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▪ Indirect costs and revenues are not allocated directly to a cost center. Instead, you allocate them to
one or more cost centers using a distribution rule. In the distribution rule, you specify how the
amount is to be allocated amongst the cost centers. You can allocate by percentage or ratio. For
example, you can distribute costs to the cost centers in accordance with the size of the department
areas. Similarly, you can distribute voluntary employee benefits among the number of employees.
▪ If you cannot define the total allocation (because you do not have enough information at the time),
the system allocates any unassigned costs or revenues to the Center_z cost center. When you
have the information you need, you can change the distribution rule so that the system corrects the
distribution accordingly.
▪ Choose Financials  Cost Accounting  Distribution Rules to define and maintain distribution
rules.

Indirect Cost and Revenue Allocation
Electricity Costs G/L Account
X Distribution Rule

Area

Journal Entry
Journal Entry
ElectricityHeating
Costs Costs
Amount 2000 1000
area
Distr. RuleDistr. Rule
Area

Cost Center 1
Sales

Cost Center 2
Support

Cost Center 3
Development
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▪ As you do with direct costs and revenues allocation, link the relevant accounts to an indirect
distribution rule in the Chart of Accounts.
▪ Post a journal entry or marketing document to a G/L account that is linked to a distribution rule.
▪ In our example, each time you issue an expense to the electricity expense account, the amount will
be automatically allocated to the different departments according to the distribution rule definition.

Cost and Revenue Allocation

▪ You can change the distribution rule set in the
G/L account while issuing a marketing
document or a manual journal entry.
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▪ You can change the distribution rule set in the G/L account when you issue a marketing document
or a manual journal entry.
▪ For journal entries created from marketing documents and for manual journal entries, you can
change the allocated distribution rule at any time.
▪ This distribution rule takes priority over the rule defined in the G/L account and in the marketing
document.
▪ In the journal entry, choose the G/L account row and use the distribution rule field in the table or in
the Expand Editing Mode.
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Manual Distribution Rule
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▪ When posting a manual journal entry, you have the option to define a manual distribution rule.
▪ The amount you enter in the journal entry row is the total amount to be distributed.
▪ In the Define Manual Distribution Rule window, choose the cost centers and allocate the amount
between them.
▪ You will NOT be able to use this manual distribution rule in future journal entries.
▪ You can see the amounts of this distribution rule in the Distribution Report and the Cost Accounting
Summary Report.
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Allocation by Fixed Amount

Fixed Amount Distribution Rule Monthly Rent

There is no total amount

Cost Center 1
Sales

Cost Center 2
Support

Cost Center 3
Development

* Differences will be allocated to either the cost center with no value or to Center_z.
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Sometimes fixed amounts are required to be allocated to specific cost centers. For example, the sales
employees are in the field a lot; however, the support and development employees are not. So, the
company wants to allocate a fixed amount of the monthly rent expense to the support department and
the development department. To achieve this, in the distribution rule setup you can define a fix amount
of 3000 for support and development cost Centers.
You can include the sales cost center too with no cost value to absorb any differences.
Note!
▪ When issuing costs, the fixed allocated amounts will remain the same. In case there is a difference
between the defined total amount (6000 in our example) and the cost amount submitted every
month, the rest of the cost will be submitted to the cost center with no defined value (the sales cost
center in our example).
▪ In case you keep only the support and development cost centers defined. Any difference will be
allocated to the zero cost center (Center_z).
▪ This refers to both cases - when the cost amount is higher or lower than the total defined amount.
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Table of Cost Centers and Distribution Rules
* Cost Center (CC)

Cost Center Total

Center_z CC 1

Dist. Rule
CC 1
Distribution
Rules for
DIRECT
Costs and
Revenues

CC 2

CC 3

Sales

Support

Dev.

100

0

100

0

0

100

0

0

100

0

100

0

0

0

100

500

0

100

200

200

20

2

4

8

6

Sales
CC 2
Support
CC 3
Development

Distribution
Rules for
INDIRECT
Costs and
Revenues

Area

Employees
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▪ Once OEC Computers has set up their cost centers and distribution rules, they can view the
allocations in a table format.
▪ Choose Financials  Cost Accounting  Table of Cost Centers and Distribution Rules to
display the allocations for distribution rules.
▪ Here we see an example of how OEC Computers could set up their distribution rules to distribute
costs to the appropriate department cost centers.

Summary - 1

Here are some key points:
▪

To use the cost accounting functions, you must define the profit centers or
departments in the company as cost centers.

▪

When you create a cost center, the system automatically creates a distribution rule
with the same name. This rule is configured so that the system posts all the costs or
revenues to the relevant cost center.

▪

Indirect costs and revenues are not allocated directly to a cost center. Instead, you
allocate them to one or more cost centers using an indirect distribution rule. In the
distribution rule, you specify how the amount is to be allocated among the cost
centers.
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▪ Here are some key points:
▪

To use the cost accounting functions, you must define the profit centers or departments in the
company as cost centers.

▪

When you create a cost center, the system automatically creates a distribution rule with the
same name. This rule is configured so that the system posts all the costs or revenues to the
relevant cost center.

▪

Indirect costs and revenues are not allocated directly to a cost center. Instead, you allocate them
to one or more cost centers using an indirect distribution rule. In the distribution rule, you specify
how the amount is to be allocated among the cost centers.
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Summary - 2

▪

To automatically include costs from the general ledger in cost accounting, link a
distribution rule to accounts in the Chart of Accounts.

▪

Each time you issue an amount to these accounts, the amount will be automatically
allocated to the different departments according to the distribution rule definition.

▪

You can change the distribution rule set in the G/L account when you issue a
marketing document or a manual journal entry.

▪

For journal entries created from marketing documents and for manual journal entries,
you can change the allocated distribution rule at any time.

▪

This distribution rule takes priority over the rule defined in the G/L account and in the
marketing document.
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▪

To automatically include costs from the general ledger in cost accounting, link a distribution rule to
accounts in the Chart of Accounts.

▪

Each time you issue an amount to these accounts, the amount will be automatically allocated to the
different departments according to the distribution rule definition.

▪

You can change the distribution rule set in the G/L account when you issue a marketing document
or a manual journal entry.

▪

For journal entries created from marketing documents and for manual journal entries, you can
change the allocated distribution rule at any time.

▪

This distribution rule takes priority over the rule defined in the G/L account and in the marketing
document.
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Multi Dimensions in Cost Accounting
SAP Business One, Version 9.3

PUBLIC

▪

Welcome to the Multi Dimensions in Cost Accounting topic.
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Objectives

At the end of this topic, you will be able to:
▪ Describe how to use multi dimensions when working with cost accounting

Note! this topic is based on the cost accounting topic.
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▪ In this topic, we will look at the option of using multi dimensions when working with cost accounting.
▪ Note that this topic is based on the cost accounting topic.

Multi Dimensions - Business Example
OEC Computers uses the cost
accounting option in SAP Business
One. In the past, they defined their
three departments: sales, support, and
development as cost centers.
OEC Computers also runs two lines of
business:
▪ Hardware
▪ Applications
When they analyze revenues and expenses, they want
to see the bottom line for each product line.
They want to issue the Cost Accounting Summary
report both by department (sales, support and
development) and by line of business.
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▪ OEC Computers uses the cost accounting option in SAP Business One. In the past, they defined
their three departments: sales, support, and development as cost centers.
▪ Now, while discussing the products OEC Computers sell, the CEO tells you that they want to
analyze revenues and expenses by the two lines of business they run: hardware and applications.
▪ They want to see the bottom line for each product line.
▪ The accountant claims that a better analytic view will be according to departments. That is sales,
support and development.
▪ You tell them that they can analyze the same data according to the company departments and also
per line of business.

Multi Dimensions

Dimension 1: Departments
Center_z

Dimension 2: Line of Business
(LOB)
Center_z

OEC Computers

Sales

Support

Development

OEC Computers

Hardware

Applications

▪ Multiple dimensions enable up to five different views to be generated on the same data.
▪ Note that each cost center and a distribution rule belong to only one dimension.
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▪ Multiple dimensions enable up to five different views to be generated on the same data.
▪ This option appears only after the Use Multidimensions checkbox is selected on the Cost
Accounting tab of the General Settings window under Administration  System Initialization 
General Settings.
▪ To define dimensions choose Financials  Cost Accounting  Dimensions .
▪ In our example you can define the departments in the company as dimension 1 and the lines of
business as dimension 2.
▪ For each dimension create cost centers and distribution rules that will match your reporting
requirements. Note that each cost center and distribution rule belongs to only one dimension.
▪ When issuing the various reports choose the relevant dimension.

Link Between General Ledger and Cost Accounting
With Multi Dimensions
Electricity Costs G/L Account
Dimension 1: Departments
X

Distribution Rule

Area

Dimension 2: LOB
X

Distribution Rule no. of Employees

Journal Entry
Journal Entry

Cost Center 1
Sales

Journal Entry
Journal Entry

Electricity
Costs
Heating
Costs2000 1000

Electricity
Costs
Heating
Costs2000 1000

Distr. Rule
Distr. Rule Area

Distr. Rule area
Distr. Rule no. of Emp.

area

Cost Center 2
Support

Cost Center 3
Development

Cost Center 1
Hardware

Cost Center 2
Software
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▪ Let us look at the company electricity cost:
▪ In the Chart of Accounts window, link the electricity costs account to the 2 dimensions:
Departments and Lines of business.
▪ For each dimension define the relevant distribution rule. In the departments dimension it is the
indirect rule that distributes the costs in accordance with the size of the department areas. In the
line of business dimension the costs will be distributed among the number of employees in each
cost center.
▪ In everyday work, each time you issue an expense to the electricity expense account, the amount
will be automatically allocated to the different departments according to the distribution rule
defined in dimension 1. And in parallel, the same amount will be allocated according to the
number of employees working for each line of business as defined in dimension 2.
▪ You can then run the various reports and compare the analysis of costs and revenues per
department versus per line of business.

Dimensions Settings

▪

You can set the distribution rules display in marketing documents and journal entries.
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▪ In the General Settings window – Cost Accounting tab, you can set the distribution rules display
in marketing documents and journal entries. Select whether to display distribution rules of several
dimensions in one column, separated by semicolon (;) or to display all active dimensions in
separate columns. For more information regarding these two options, refer to the Online Help.
▪ You can change the radio button status at any time. The change only affects the way in which
distribution rules are displayed; it does not affect the database.
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Cost Accounting Reports

▪

Standard reports for a specific dimension and distribution rule:
Profit and Loss Statement, Trial Balance, Budget Report.

▪

Cost Accounting reports:
▪

Cost Center Report

▪

Distribution Report

▪

Cost Accounting Summary Report

Note that you can also run these reports according to a selected
financial project.
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▪ You can produce some standard reports for a specific dimension and distribution rule, for example,
Profit and Loss Statement, Trial Balance, and Budget Report.
▪ Choose Financials  Cost Accounting to run cost accounting specific reports:
▪ Cost Center Report to display an overview of the posted costs and revenues.
▪ Distribution Report to get a picture of overhead expenses posted by specific transactions and the
distributed amounts in each cost center.
▪ Cost Accounting Summary Report which includes Journal vouchers and use hierarchies for
desired report structure.
Note that you can also run these reports according to a selected financial project.

Cost Center Hierarchy
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▪ Use the Cost Center Hierarchy to define cost accounting report templates according to company
needs.
▪ You can then use these templates in various reports.
▪ The template enables the data to be grouped in different ways. Based on how the data is grouped,
management gets a better view of how the different parts of the organization are performing.
▪ Each hierarchy is directly related to one dimension (if dimensions are used in the company).
▪ For each dimension multiple templates can be created.

▪ You can define hierarchies with up to three levels.
▪ Cost centers can only be attached to the lowest nodes in the hierarchy.
▪ You can also use formulas to aggregate various cost centers.
▪ In the example presented, for the Departments dimension, the Sales and the Support cost centers
are grouped under the text title Customer service and summed up using the Subtotal option.
▪ Choose Financials  Cost Accounting  Cost Center Hierarchy to define and view cost
accounting report templates.

Summary - 1
▪

Multiple dimensions enable up to five different views to be generated on the same
data. This option appears only after the checkbox is selected on the Cost Accounting
tab of the General Settings window.

▪

For each dimension create cost centers and distribution rules that will match your
reporting requirements.

▪

In the Chart of Accounts window, link the relevant accounts to the dimensions. For
each dimension define the relevant distribution rule.
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Here are some key points:
▪

Multiple dimensions enable up to five different views to be generated on the same data. This
option appears only after the checkbox is selected on the Cost Accounting tab of the General
Settings window.

▪

For each dimension create cost centers and distribution rules that will match your reporting
requirements.

▪

In the Chart of Accounts window, link the relevant accounts to the dimensions. For each
dimension define the relevant distribution rule.
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Summary - 2
▪

In everyday work, each time you issue an amount to the expenditure or sales
account, the same amount will be automatically allocated to the dimensions and their
distribution rules in parallel.

▪

You can set the distribution rules display in marketing documents and journal entries.

▪

When issuing the various reports choose the desired dimension.
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▪

In everyday work, each time you issue an amount to the expenditure or sales account, the same
amount will be automatically allocated to the dimensions and their distribution rules in parallel.

▪

You can set the distribution rules display in marketing documents and journal entries.

▪

When issuing the various reports choose the desired dimension.
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